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OUR MISSION IS TO
ACHIEVE AN AMAZING
AGEING EXPERIENCE
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

W

e are in the midst of one of the greatest challenges
in a century that has multiple impacts on our
families, our businesses and our communities.

Aged care is the centre of concern for
COVID-19, with our vulnerable older Australians most at
risk, and age services doing their utmost to protect and save
lives.
There have been many sad losses but the intense focus on
the wellbeing, care and future of our seniors is welcome and
has the capacity to accelerate change for the better.
Along with the Royal Commission into Aged Care
Quality and Safety, it is amplifying awareness, from local
neighbourhoods right up to government levels.
Leading Age Services Australia (LASA) continues to work
tirelessly to support home and residential care, our providers
and the industry’s devoted and courageous staff.
We are collaborating closely with all state and federal
governments to represent your needs during this pandemic.
We are a strong voice of care and have collated lessons
learned from around the country and across the world to
inform Australia’s protection, while helping secure vital
government resources.
Despite the immense challenges we are facing, we now have
an incredible opportunity to make Australia the best place
in the world to live as an older person and to achieve an
amazing ageing experience—the theme of LASA’s Congress
2020.
We have learnt much from running virtual events during
the pandemic, including the recently successful National
Integrated Seniors Housing conference.

Dr Graeme Blackman
AO FTSE FAICD
Chairman, Leading Age Services Australia

Our online training and events offering is now extensive,
offering everything from quality management to clinical
governance, ACFI and crisis management.
Content for the virtual Ten Days of Congress ranges from
building a culture of respect, ageing in place, finance and
governance to COVID-19, innovation, communication and
the future of ageing, it promises to help prepare us for
significant transition.
We have adapted to the changes and challenges of 2020
and we thank all LASA Members, Affiliates and partners who
contribute to our programs, events and actions.
We are also strongly supporting the Aged Care Workforce
Industry Council to progress the industry’s professional
approach and our Registered Training Organisation
is expanding, through LASA’s Centre for Workforce
Development.
Complementing this is our successful Next Gen program
that has blossomed this year and virtual Be Next sessions
that have proved popular during the pandemic. We also
launched a new mentoring program for current and emerging
leaders in the sector.
We are constantly positioning LASA to give our Members
and the industry the best support for development and
growth.
An important part of that is the upcoming election of new
Board Directors from Queensland and South Australia/
Northern Territory.
These Directors will help play a key role in LASA’s
performance, enabling an effective, respected and
sustainable age services industry that can deliver affordable,
accessible, quality care and services for older Australians.

Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5

The need for robust and assertive leadership is critical as we
deal with COVID-19 and with the Royal Commission soon to
release its findings and recommendations.
The election results will be announced at LASA’s Annual
General Meeting in November.
As part of our commitment to older Australians, LASA is
embracing the United Nations’ Decade of Healthy Ageing
(2020-2030), which was endorsed by the World Health
Assembly in August.
As the UN says, the Decade of Healthy Ageing is an
opportunity to bring together governments, civil society,

international agencies, professionals, academia, the media
and the private sector for ten years of concerted, catalytic
and collaborative action to improve the lives of older people,
their families, and the communities in which they live.
LASA continues to lead the way and reflect the importance
of our Members’ dedication and innovation, as we move
collectively to make Australians’ longer lives better.
Hopefully, the common theme of COVID-19—we are all in
this together—will continue, as the nation realises that ageing
well is relevant to every person. ■
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OPINION

COMMUNITY,
COMMITMENT AND
COLLABORATION

A NEW APPROACH TO MEET THE
NEEDS OF EVERY AUSTRALIAN

A

famous proverb with African origins says ‘it takes a
village to raise a child’—but I believe across Australia
we should extend that to say ‘it takes a community to
respect our elders’.

This means deep regard for experience, wisdom and
lifetimes of learnings that have taught and enhanced people
of all ages and our society, economy and the nation.

Sean Rooney
Chief Executive Officer
Leading Age Services Australia

However, providers of age services cannot do this alone. We
need all parts and players in the sector and society to come
together and collectively engage.
Community is the backdrop of the Royal Commission.

Australia is the most multicultural country in the world but
we should learn from our First Nations’ customs the value of
consideration and care for older people.

The Interim Report concludes with: “We must work together
as a nation to ensure that older people are a critical part of
our present, a valued part of our community. Older people
deserve our respect as valued members of society, with
equal rights to a good quality of life and to services that
support their needs.”

Living longer means greater opportunities for older
Australians to enrich our country in multiple ways, through
their continuing contributions to families, social life,
volunteering and even workforce and business engagement.

If we want to make Australia the best place to age and have
an amazing ageing experience, it means more integration
within communities and increased intergenerational
connections.

Recognising ageing as a gift highlights the success of our
society.

For instance, we need more schools linked with residential
care and a massive increase in support for home care, to
allow people to age in the places they have loved for most of
their lives.

This is essential if we are to realise better ageing futures
for the growing numbers of older Australians, along with
stronger and more sustainable communities.
Despite the traumas of 2020, we are at a pivotal point to
reflect on what we value, from the impact and awareness
of COVID-19 on older Australians and with the looming
conclusion of the Aged Care Royal Commission in early
2021.
To realise change, this will take community, commitment
and collaboration—the three key components of Leading
Age Services Australia’s 2020 National Congress theme of
Achieving an Amazing Ageing Experience.
This means a new approach that meets the needs of every
older Australian, regardless of their social status, economic
situation or location.
An approach that delivers care, support and services within
their own home or in residential care—with respect, quality,
safety and compassion—always.

We know the current aged care system is not meeting
community expectations, so we must collectively understand
what those expectations are.
We need the community to be interested, engaged and
comprehend aged care better and we must broaden the
general participation of people in making the system the
best.
It is not just going to happen because we wish it to occur, it
is going to happen because we take action.
That undertaking will begin when the Royal Commission
puts forward its recommendations on 26 February 2021.
Everybody involved—from the Federal Parliament to
the wider community—must commit to taking those
recommendations and translating them into actions that will
lead to Australia being the best place to age, from child to
centenarian.
This commitment must be backed up with all means
necessary including funding and processes, along with the
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right responsibilities and decision-making across all levels
of government, age services, families, community groups,
towns, suburbs and regional areas.

Community, commitment and collaboration to achieve a
once-in-a-lifetime change towards the best of ageing is a
task of national importance.

That commitment is based on collaboration—fundamental
partnerships between people needing care, care givers and
providers, families and advocates.

At the same time, this capacity to re-imagine our futures
coincides with and bolsters the United Nations Decade of
Healthy Ageing 2020-2030, which aims to:

We have to ensure there are links with the entire health
system because we know the importance of the interface
between aged care, primary care, acute care, social services
and mental health.

•

Ensure older voices are heard

•

Nurture leadership and capacity building across
generations

If our aged care system is to be truly person-centred and
relationship-based, we need strong collaboration.

•

Bring together research and innovation to improve ageing

•

Connect people worldwide to share and learn from their
experiences

While linkages have been extended during the pandemic,
we have seen some traumatic and tragic instances where
cooperation has not been enough.
It cannot be lip service—we need to have in place structures,
strategies and behaviours that will streamline whole-ofperson care.

As I have said before, by respecting older Australians we are
saying to all people—you matter, what you do in your life
matters, and as you age we as a nation are here to support
you to continue to matter.
This defines world-class living and care, from beginning to
end. ■

This will involve Federal and state governments, local
councils, consumer groups, provider groups and unions. We
are not going to get there by throwing stones at one another.
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LEARNING FROM
CHALLENGES AND
COLLABORATION

COVID-19 CHALLENGES EVERYONE,
TRIGGERS INNOVATION AND
FOSTERS IMPROVED
COLLABORATION

T

here is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic has
challenged governments, organisations, groups and
individuals across Australia and globally.

These unprecedented times have been an important
learning experience, setting in motion a raft of innovative
approaches that bring the industry together and ensure our
focus remains squarely on the consumer experience and the
safety of older Australians receiving aged care services across
Australia.
Lessons are being learned by everyone, including by the Aged
Care Quality and Safety Commission (the Commission) as the
national, end-to-end regulator of aged care services. We have
been constantly assessing our own performance and impact,
and making adjustments to our regulatory approach as needed
over time.
At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Commission moved
quickly to ensure that we were—and are—focusing additional
effort where it is needed most.
Our monitoring, assessment and compliance activities have
been specifically aimed at ensuring that providers are doing
everything possible to keep aged care consumers safe through
their efforts to prevent and effectively control a COVID-19
outbreak in their service.
Communication has been a high priority and we have continued
to provide advice, guidance and resources to providers and
consumers to support them at this time.
The impact of visitor restrictions on the health and wellbeing of
consumers has been significant. It is great to see the leadership
demonstrated by the industry in developing the Code for Visiting
Residential Aged Care Homes during COVID-19.
In seeking to resolve complaints received about visitor
restrictions applied by particular services, we have worked with
providers to ensure that necessary and appropriate attention
is given to both minimising infection risks and supporting the
health and wellbeing of consumers.

Janet Anderson PSM
Commissioner,
Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission

We have continued to reiterate the importance of working closely
with residents and their families, and supporting them through
the pandemic. Accounts we have published on our website from
providers about the innovative practices they have adopted to
keep residents and families connected have been well received.
The Commission has developed a range of resources to help
consumers understand how to stay safe, keep in touch with
loved ones and keep fit and active through the pandemic. There
are also videos and other resources available that outline in a
straightforward way what residents may experience in the event
of a COVID-19 outbreak in their aged care home.
The work of the Victorian Aged Care Response Centre has
yielded many insights and lessons in relation to managing
outbreaks in residential aged care. It is readily apparent that the
more effort providers put into prevention and preparation, the
better their response and recovery.
Robust governance arrangements and strong, decisive
leadership by the provider, and especially by the facility manager,
is critical. A well-drilled, fit-for-purpose outbreak management
plan is the provider’s essential ’go to’ document for immediate
activation when the first positive test result is received for a staff
member or consumer. Clarity of thinking by the provider about
how they will fulfil their irreducible obligations under the Aged
Care Act is vital—especially when multiple agencies collaborate
with the provider to assist with their response to the outbreak.
The actions that the Commission is taking today to integrate
the still-emerging lessons from the pandemic into our regulatory
approach are designed to help ensure our effectiveness in
protecting older Australians receiving aged care and promoting
the best possible care and outcomes for them now and into the
future.
We acknowledge the ongoing efforts of all aged care service
providers to protect older Australians at this critical time. ■
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AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT RISES
TO THE COVID-19
CHALLENGE
KEEPING OLDER
AUSTRALIANS SAFE

A

s Minister for Aged Care and Senior Australians I
have been determined to ensure every effort has
been made to support the needs of those we love the
most in aged care.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the first line in this defence
has been keeping community transmission low.
No country in the world has been able to prevent this virus
getting into aged care facilities where there have been high
levels of community transmission.
Sadly, we have felt the tragic effects of that in Australia,
particularly in Victoria, where the front line of our defence—our
committed workforce—has turned up each day and every day
to support residents in care.
This has been one of the most testing times we have ever
faced.
Even countries like New Zealand—which like Australia, had
enormous early success in flattening the curve of infections—
have felt the brunt of the virus’ impact within aged care.
It is why the Australian Government developed a
comprehensive COVID-19 aged care plan through the
Communicable Diseases Network Australia (CDNA) guidelines
and the development of a series of programs and interventions
backed by significant funding assistance.
From the outset, our response had a strong focus upon the
vulnerability of our older Australians.
Aged care was a focus of our country’s overarching Health
Sector Emergency Response Plan.
And with the specific guidance of our foremost medical
experts, we formulated a specific plan for residential aged care
facilities.
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Richard Colbeck MP
Minister for Aged Care and Senior Australians

This is a comprehensive national plan to guide the sector
through the planning, preparedness and responses necessary
to respond to an outbreak of COVID-19.
Put simply, a national plan was developed early on, and has
been continually updated as we learn more about the virus and
how it reacts in different settings.
But in environments where immune systems are already
compromised, COVID-19 casts a darker pall.
I have spoken to many families that have felt the profound loss
of losing a loved one prematurely.
Through tears they have told me about their mums and dads,
the contributions they made to their family and community, and
how they should never have spent their final hours isolated and
alone.
I have also been in almost daily contact with providers, facility
managers and staff who have shared similar stories of distress.
It is why I have been determined to ensure every measure is
taken to prevent the loss of more lives.
Since the start of the pandemic, the Commonwealth
Government has invested more than $1.5 billion into aged care
to support senior Australians and strengthen our defences
against COVID-19 by boosting our workforce capacity,
improving facility preparedness, fortifying infection control and
fast-tracking COVID-19 testing.
This included an additional $563 million announced in the past
month to extend support for the sector.
The package deliberately does three things.
First, the extended timeframe gives the aged care sector and
its resident’s comfort that the Commonwealth will continue to
invest in initiatives that keep facilities, workers and residents
safe for as long as the pandemic continues.

OPINION

Second, it strengthens crucial elements of our defence
against COVID-19: boosting infection control and staffing at
facilities, including single site workforce arrangements; directly
supporting workers with an enhanced payment in recognition
of their endeavours; and underpinning the capacity for more
residents to temporarily relocate back into their own home, or
with their family.
Third, it builds on the broader suite of measures we’ve
consistently announced since February to sustain the sector.
As the pandemic evolved, our response also had to adjust
and improve, as well as absorb important lessons from every
outbreak that has occurred.
In July, the Commonwealth and Victorian Governments
established the Victorian Aged Care Response Centre to
coordinate our efforts in Victoria to galvanise the response.
The Centre gave us additional capability, streamlined
endeavours between the two tiers of governments, and
ensured we could move more swiftly to respond to the sector’s
needs and unique circumstances in Victoria.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to facilities facing an
outbreak, or in designated COVID-19 hotspots.
Of course, each response must always be used to improve the
next.
We will continue to take every lesson we can from each
outbreak that occurs to strengthen our response and fight to
save more lives across Australia’s aged care sector.
We also acknowledge that we are on a journey to reform
our aged care sector, one that began before the outbreak of
COVID-19 and was indeed a reason why the government called
for a Royal Commission into the aged care system.
However, right now our priority must be to work together to get
through this pandemic.
To those providers and their workers in the hardest hit zones
and across the country—the nurses, assistants, cleaners,
cooks, administration staff and managers who put the care of
others before themselves—thank you. ■

We’ve stood up dedicated aged care COVID-19 testing teams
to ensure rapid testing can be done in residential aged care
settings, and we have deployed tens of millions of items of

TLC welcomes Kerry Chikarovski
to the Tender Loving Cuisine Australia Board
Tender Loving Cuisine is celebrating its
25th anniversary in 2020 and with the
COVID-19 Virus lockdown, TLC has proved
to be a godsend to our many customers.

TLC offers 76 award
winning nutritionally
balanced meals to
over 3,200 suburbs
across NSW, ACT, VIC
and QLD.

The anniversary was chosen as the year that
founder Jack Barker would appoint a board of
directors to expand TLC services throughout
the Australian community.
To further celebrate, TLC has confirmed that the
former Leader of the NSW Liberal Party, Kerry
Chikarovski, has accepted an invitation to join
the board of Tender Loving Cuisine Australia.
Being a staunch supporter for the status of
women and for our ageing and disability
sectors during her career in politics, it was an
opportunity that Kerry felt would enable her to
positively impact on the good health of seniors.

EST. 1995

TLC commenced operations at Royal North
Shore Hospital in 1995 to provide quality home
delivered meals to discharged patients.

TLC has agreements with most charities and Home
Care Providers to supply premium home delivered
meals to clients.
As a registered NDIS Provider, TLC is able to support
thousands of disabled clients with proper nutrition
to improve their quality of living.
TLC invites all health professionals and existing
registered providers of HCP or NDIS packages to
establish an agreement that could improve the
health and well-being of their clients.

AVAILABLE TO ANYONE IN THE COMMUNITY | CALL 1800 801 200 or visit www.tlc.org.au
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THANKS TO OUR
COVID-19 HEROES:
AGED CARE WORKERS

T

Julie Collins MP
Shadow Minister for Ageing and Seniors
hese last few months have been incredibly difficult for
the aged care sector.

something the Federal Government could and should do
immediately.

The challenge of managing COVID-19 infections has
once again revealed the hard work that must be done
to ensure older Australians are receiving high quality care.

Since the Federal Government’s retention bonus was
announced in March, Labor has repeatedly called for this
payment to be extended to all aged care workers.

I’m sure many in the sector will be grieving the difficult loss of
beloved residents in aged care homes that have had outbreaks
of COVID-19.

We know that more than 125,000 aged care workers, including
cleaners, laundry and catering staff, will miss out on the
Government’s aged care retention bonus.

I once again add my condolences and thoughts to those
dealing with tragic loss at this time.

This is around 40 per cent of the aged care workforce.

There will inevitably be different perspectives about how
and why this tragedy occurred and I will continue to hold the
Federal Government accountable for its responsibilities.
But if one thing has become clear that we all agree on, it is the
incredible strength of our nation’s aged care workers, looking
after older Australians even in the most difficult circumstances.
This is why I want to take this opportunity to thank all those
aged care workers on the frontline of our country’s fight against
COVID-19, caring and supporting some of our most vulnerable.
With so many staff sadly facing COVID-19 infections of their
own, we know just how difficult this situation has been and the
impact this has had on so many families.
We are so proud of the work you do and the care you give—not
only to older Australians—but also the care and attention you
give their loved ones and carers.

This payment isn’t just about retention, it’s about recognition.
Every worker in aged care is doing more than their fair share to
keep vulnerable older Australians safe from COVID-19.
It is simply not fair that some workers who are on the frontline
of this fight are not receiving the retention bonus.
It is also unfortunate the Federal Government decided to
change the rules for aged care workers who will receive the
payment which will see some workers lose hundreds of dollars.
When the Minister for Aged Care announced the retention
bonus for aged care workers he made it clear the payments for
aged care workers would be ‘after tax’.
But when the guidelines for the retention bonus were released
the payment amounts were switched to being before tax.
This couldn’t come at a worse time for workers who have given
their all to protect older Australians.

The frontline care and support workers delivering aged care
services have never been more important than in these difficult
and challenging times, with the impact of COVID-19.

The Federal Government should reverse its decision to exclude
the 125,000 workers and reconsider its decision to make this
payment subject to tax for those receiving it.

Whether staff are in a residential aged care facility or delivering
care in the homes of older Australians we value what you do to
care for our most vulnerable.

Aged care workers have been our nation’s heroes during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Labor will continue to advocate for systemic changes that
would improve the conditions of aged care workers—including
better pay, more staff, and better training—but there is

Thank you again for your efforts keeping older Australians safe
and well cared for during this incredibly difficult period. ■
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#Thanks for caring
South Regional TAFE in Busselton WA created an ACED
message board.

The Prime Minister strongly backed ACED 2020, with his personal support
video watched more than 92,000 times.

Canberra Member Adria Village got into the spirit of the day.

Members of the Larrakia Nation aged care team in NT celebrating in style.

Aged care superheroes at Southern Cross Care getting into th

Channel 10’s Studio 10 crossed live to
the award winning Let’s Dig in Team from
Bolton Clarke in Brisbane.

Residents Kay and Audrey with Personal Care Assistant Karishma at Cranbrook Care’s
Bayswater Water Gardens in Sydney.

Channel 7’s Sunrise featured a special
tribute to ACED 2020 on their Feel Good
Friday segment.

Resident Arthur Dawe from Cumberland
Staff at William Cape Gardens on the Central
View in Melbourne says thanks for caring. Coast of NSW.

he action at Southern Cross Care’s Illoura Village in Chinchilla QLD.

Beth Davidson-Park of Alwyndor in Adelaide
joined Wellness and Therapy client Lyn
Rosser for Fitball Drumming on Studio 10.

Carer Rae Bold at Uniting Sydney South East
Residential Care Services.
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CONGRATULATIONS STATE
WINNERS!

D

DOING THEIR BEST FOR OLDER AUSTRALIANS

espite the challenges we have faced this year, and
maybe in many ways because of them, this year’s
LASA Excellence in Age Services Awards state and
territory winners feature a very high level of care,
commitment and innovation.
A subset of the wonderful work that goes on every day
across Australia, the winners demonstrate the passion of
organisations, teams and individuals in the service of older
Australians, and remind us of the critical role played by aged
care providers and staff in our community.
None more so than when faced by a crisis.
NSW/ACT Organisation Award winner KinCare stepped up
during the devastating bushfires that marked the end of
2019 and the beginning of 2020.

Working at Bolton Clarke’s Rowes Bay residential aged care
community in Townsville, she runs the program with the
assistance of trained volunteer riders.
Chezz was instrumental in raising funds for the purpose-built
electric-assisted tricycle and is looking to fund a second
one, due to demand.
QLD Next Gen Young Leader Award winner Jamie Langdon,
Marketing and Communications Officer from Benevolent
Living, secured a partnership with Playgroup QLD to host an
Ageless Playgroup.
Their group Young at Heart already has a waiting list of
families keen to be involved.
Continued on page 20

In one day alone, the in-home care provider reached out to
1,203 customers and spoke with 744 of them, which gave
the organisation insight into the level of support needed.

National
winners
announced
Friday 23
October!

It meant they could provide specific help to people like John,
who was living alone in an area severely affected by the
bushfires with no water, no food and no way out.
The onset of COVID-19 has seen the welfare call program
become firmly established.
WA Team Award winner Maurice Zeffert Home (Inc) was
acknowledged for its Collaborative Leadership Model.
In the face of financial challenges, an Executive
Management Team was appointed in place of a traditional
CEO model.
Through the work of the EMT and improved governance, the
organisation moved out of loss into surplus.
SA/NT Organisation Award winner Helping Hand is
overcoming the workforce challenges impacting much of the
age services industry, by investing in students.
Those undertaking certificate, bachelor or PhD studies
across vocational education, allied health, nursing, medicine,
pharmacy, engineering or business are engaged to work
alongside clients and staff as both learners and contributors.
Helping Hand supports over 500 students per year, and has
created a pathway for future employees.
Diversional Therapist Chezz Thompson, QLD Individual
Award Winner, has been integral to the Cycling Without Age
program.

LASA
Excellence in Age
Services Awards
2020
Get together with your industry colleagues
on Friday 23 October for our live streamed
announcement of this year’s
LASA Excellence in Age Services Awards winners.
The event will be part of our Ten Days of Congress
virtual conference, so jump in and show your support.

Join us as we announce the winners!

For more information email events@lasa.asn.au
www.lasacongress.asn.au
PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY
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Jamie also secured a grant of $20,000 for age-appropriate
trishaws (three wheeled peddled vehicles) for residents
and local seniors, and is collaborating with the local arts
community to develop an annual arts program for residents.
At just 19, Tyla Haining from Martin Luther Homes is the
youngest Personal Care Assistant in her team and the
winner of the VIC Next Gen Young Leader Award.
An inspiration to many, she developed her own
communication strategy to build rapport with residents and
encourage them into activities and lifestyle programs.
VIC Rising Star Award winner Amorette Smith from Cooinda
is a newly endorsed Enrolled Nurse leading a high needs
aged care team.
Every day, Amorette ensures the highest standards of
person-centred care are met for up to 28 very frail residents.
National winners for 2020 will be announced on 23 October
as part of LASA’s virtual Ten Days of Congress event.
We thank HESTA for their ongoing support of the national
LASA Excellence in Age Services Awards. We also thank
our local sponsors Ord Minnett in SA/NT and McCullough
Robertson in QLD.

State/Territory Winners 2020

Organisation Award Princes Court Homes (VIC); KinCare
(NSW/ACT); Communify Queensland (QLD); Helping Hand
(SA/NT); ECHO (WA)
Team Award Collaborative Team - Princes Court Homes,
Chaffey Aged Care, Jacaranda Village, Sunraysia Institute of
TAFE and Murray House (VIC); Shoalhaven and Eurobodalla
Aged Care Centre Teams – IRT Group (NSW/ACT); Let’s Dig
in Team, Bolton Clarke (QLD); The Maintenance Team, The
Willochra Home (SA/NT); Collaborative Leadership Model,
Maurice Zeffert Home Inc. (WA)
Individual Award Julie Folan, Cooinda (VIC); Ben Van
Lierop, RSL LifeCare (NSW/ACT); Chezz Thompson, Bolton
Clarke (QLD); Keyur Anand, St. Anna’s Residential Care
Facility (SA/NT); Helen Nowlan, Compatible Care Nursing
Services (WA)
Rising Star Award Amorette Smith, Cooinda (VIC); Kathy
White, RSL LifeCare (NSW/ACT); John Sison, Churches of
Christ in Queensland (QLD); Hadja Sow, ECHO WA)
Next Gen Young Leader Award Tyla Haining, Martin Luther
Homes (VIC); Simon Kerrigan, Guide Healthcare (NSW/ACT);
Jamie Langdon, Benevolent Living (QLD); Tom Gray, Xtra
AgedCare (SA/NT); Gabriela Di Perna, MercyCare (WA) ■

STRONGER, HEALTHIER, HAPPIER
The Specialised 50+ / Seniors’ Gym Equipment
• Safe training for all
with air resistance
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• Efficient training
with computerised
programmes

• Motivated training
with easy-to-use
equipment
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COVID-19 AND AGED CARE:
A NATIONAL PRIORITY

S

LASA SUPPORTING MEMBERS FOR THE LONG-HAUL

adly COVID-19 continues to target the most
vulnerable. It is a national priority that we do all we
can to protect older Australians from COVID-19. We
extend our sympathies to all of those who have been
affected by COVID-19 and particularly those who have lost a
loved one.
Much of the focus in recent weeks has been on the lessons
learnt from the early outbreaks in NSW and whether these
were available to other jurisdictions, specifically Victoria
through their current outbreak.
The focus of LASA has been to alert our Members to these
lessons and to provide insight as early as we can, so they
are on the front foot.
In March we held the first of our Lessons Learnt webinar
series to hear from the experience of an outbreak from
providers overseas and in Australia, and these learnings
were added to our COVID at the Coalface resource. We have
since prepared spreadsheets, template letters, and shared
your best-practice insights with each other around infection
control planning and communications.
Being prepared and having a plan have been topics of
immense scrutiny through the media, the hearings of the
Aged Care Royal Commission and the Senate Inquiry. While
their judgements have focused on the inadequacy of the
planning materials that were available to the industry, during
the hearing into COVID-19 Professor Gilbert commented
that “nobody really knew – nobody could have quite
anticipated what COVID-19 was going to be like. So in their
defence, I don’t think they could possibly—and nor could
infection control experts necessarily have predicted what
was required”.
At LASA we have pulled together information from those
who do know, internationally and nationally, into a Lessons
Learnt resource for the industry. We have shared this with
all those involved in responding to the pandemic, including
members of National Cabinet as well as the Victorian Aged
Care Response Centre. The iterative resource is constantly
being updated in light of new and emerging evidence and
information, and is supported by our national webinars for
residential care operators and those delivering home care,
our regular communications and the workforce initiatives in
which we have been a driving force.

Our advocacy alongside these resources has been firmly
centred on ensuring that those who are delivering aged
care in these unprecedented times are equipped to do
so. We have advocated against the divisive nature of the
retention bonus, for timely and sufficient access to PPE,
for a comprehensive workforce solution that balances risk
of transmission with ensuring there are sufficient numbers
of staff to continue to deliver care, and by constantly
reinforcing that the additional costs associated with keeping
older Australians safe need to be met.
We have stepped in and stepped up to support the
industry through the Aged Care Assistant program and the
establishment of the Support Hub for single site working
arrangements in Victoria, and we have been a driver in
the development of the industry’s National Aged Care
Emergency Response initiative. Locally, our state managers
and subject matter specialists have maintained our support
to you through Zoom meetings and individual contact.
On behalf of our Members, we provide regular Issues Logs
to Government, which capture the challenges you are facing,
and then we push hard to influence the response. On the
ground our COVID-19 Taskforce is available to our Members
to assist in planning, preparation and response.
This has been a stressful and exhausting experience for
all of us who are determined to protect older Australians
in our care. We thank our Members for their support
and encouragement to us as a team and also for your
brutal honesty about your experiences and generosity in
supporting each other.
Counsel Assisting Rozen QC when opening the Royal
Commission hearing on COVID-19 noted the focus would be
on “how well-prepared aged care actually is to cope with the
pandemic… in a number of important respects the evidence
will demonstrate that the sector has been under-prepared”.
He went on to say that the “pandemic is clearly here to stay
for the foreseeable future. It is of the utmost importance that
those overseeing the aged care sector and those operating
it learn all they can so that they have the weapons for the
fight”.
We at LASA would agree and following this hearing and
the Senate Inquiry, LASA wrote to all members of National
Cabinet noting our commitment to work alongside all those
Continued on page 22
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involved in the response. In particular, LASA called for the
following:
•

The establishment of a national Aged Care Advisory
Group. This has since been adopted, although we
note limited involvement of aged care operators in its
proposed membership.

•

Implementation of response centres in all states. The
Government has since published a guide to how these
would be set up and we have provided feedback about
the importance of including aged care providers in the
development of these centres.

•

Clear and unambiguous commitment from
governments to support and resource aged care
workers and services with all reasonable and

necessary measures to protect older Australians.
The Government has announced additional investment
but we note that much of this is directed around the
periphery of providers themselves who are still bearing
the financial brunt of protecting their staff and those in
their care.
We will continue to provide regular Health Updates and
resources to our Members as long as it is necessary,
supporting you as you work tirelessly to respond to the
COVID-19 challenge. ■
Jane Bacot-Kilpatrick is COVID-19/Aged Care Royal
Commission Project Coordinator, Leading Age Services
Australia.

Free training

Aged Care Mental Health
Workforce Online Training
Funded by the Australian Government Department of Health
The APS has developed a series of online
training modules for the mental health
workforce, with input from a range of
professional and consumer groups with
expertise in aged care.
The courses aim to up-skill health
practitioners in the provision of mental
health support services to older people
living in residential aged care facilities.

This training is available for a number
of health and community professionals
including psychologists, psychiatrists,
social workers, occupational therapists,
mental health nurses, and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander health workers. The
training is designed to complement the
stepped care framework to service both
low and high intensity workforces.

Visit www.mhcareinracf.com.au
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Catering software
that integrates with
clinical?
Yes, it’s possible.

Integration

Plan, order and serve
without the risk.
Automate data flow and
avoid re-entering resident
dietary, allergy and other
crucial health information
thanks to SoupedUp’s
simple integration with
leading clinical software
programs.

Book a demonstration and find out how.
soupedup.com/clinical
soupedup.com

info@soupedup.com

(03) 9543 4052
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Lost time,
administrative burden,
escalating legal fees,
reputational damage…
Legislative compliance is critical to aged care. The consequences
of non-compliance can wreak havoc. LawOne by TimeBase can help
aged care managers streamline their legislative compliance processes
and avoid these risks.

Legislation is complex and changes constantly. So in order to meet compliance obligations,
aged care managers need to have practical and efficient access to the most current and
accurate legislation. They also need to be across any changes that apply specifically to their
organisation as and when they occur.
LawOne by TimeBase can help streamline legislative compliance processes by providing —
Access to legislation across all jurisdictions,

A user-friendly interface with productivity

updated daily for accuracy and currency

features to search, browse and view

you can trust.

legislation with greater efficiency.

Legislation activity tracking with email alerts

Customisable legislation activity reports

delivered to the right people to ensure no

in excel format to enable compliance data

critical detail or change is missed.

to be sorted, utilised and actioned.

Sign up to LawOne before 31 October 2020
and receive 10% off your subscription fee
for the first year.

To take advantage of this limited offer, access a free trial
or request a demonstration, contact Nickie Zammit on
+61 (02) 9262 3557 or email sales@timebase.com.au.
To learn more about LawOne, visit timebase.com.au.

Australian legislation specialists: timebase.com.au
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NEW BACK UP WORKFORCE HELPING
THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19
A REDEPLOYMENT INITIATIVE TO SUPPORT AGED CARE

L

eading Age Services Australia (LASA) has been working
hard to support age services during the challenge of
COVID-19, and now one of our workforce programs has
received the backing of the Federal Government, to the
tune of $335,000.
The Aged Care Assistant (ACA) program, designed in
partnership with Altura Learning and DASH Group recruitment,
is an innovative offering designed to provide a work-ready
backup workforce to support aged care professionals.
The additional funding will help us deliver more trained Aged
Care Assistants to support existing staff and cover staff
shortages.
The ACA training and placement program has been carefully
designed through consultation with employee and employer
groups, to help aged care providers continue to provide safe,
high quality care and services, by linking them with trained
Aged Care Assistants.
The program has already been successfully implemented in
several aged care centres, particularly in COVID-19 hotspots,

relieving pressure on professional care staff at a time when
care resources and workforce numbers are being challenged.
ACA candidates who meet the standards of fastidious
screening receive specific two-day training through Altura
Learning, a provider of quality training solutions for the age
services industry.
Training consists of 21 modules, including aged care
orientation, supporting people who are living with dementia
and communication techniques, to prepare them for additional
face-to-face PPE and infection control training, along with
further site-specific workplace training by their employers.
Rather than replacing qualified staff, this is a temporary,
emergency response to support care professionals.
The ACA will work under direct supervision of staff and their
role can include:
•

Assistance with COVID-19 screening, meal distribution,
preparation and supervision

•

Assistance with residents’ communication with families
Continued on page 26
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•

Assistance with mobilising care recipients, including use of
a wheelchair

•

Assistance with non-intimate hygiene (e.g. brushing teeth
and hair, face and hand hygiene)

•

Social assistance and recreational activities

•

Assistance with bed making and distribution of clean linen

•

General administrative duties

Workers displaced from people-focused sectors including
hospitality, retail, tourism and the airline industry are being
strongly encouraged to apply for ACA roles, due to their preexisting skill sets.
This may also prove to be an eye-opening opportunity for
people new to aged care, and a pathway for talented people
to develop their training and join our industry on a permanent
basis.
One of the ACA participants, formerly a QANTAS employee,
said, “I was a QANTAS employee for 30 years and wasn’t sure
what to do next. The program has given me the chance to start
a new career and give me direction during such an uncertain
time for me.”

Another ACA participant new to age services said, “Every day
I go home feeling like I have truly made a difference to the
resident’s lives. I have not felt job satisfaction like this in years.”
Graduates of the program will be eligible to apply for a
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) pathway into the following
national Units of Competency which are provided in the
CHCSS00114 - Entry into Care Roles Skill Set.
To date, 60 per cent of ACA participants have indicated they
would like to enrol in a Certificate III in Aged Care.
For now, the ACA program will help maintain continuity of care
for our most vulnerable older Australians and provide much
needed support to our dedicated aged care providers during
some of the most challenging times we have seen.
It is about practical backup, and the glowing feedback we have
already received from those involved demonstrates the need
for a program like this.
As one aged care facility manager said, “The ACAs provided
have been wonderful, they have got us through some of the
most difficult times for the facility.” ■
Kerri Lanchester is General Manager Member Relations,
Leading Age Services Australia.
Employers and ACA candidates can register at
www.dashcs.com.au/agedcare
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GEN SQL EDITION

Have you seen the light!
AIM 2GEN SQL EDITION SOFTWARE
Aged Care Financial Management software –
a better solution at an affordable price!
Call us now on 03 9264 8700 or email sales@aimsoftware.com to book a demonstration

✆
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Visit us
www.aimsoftware.com.au
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C

ROYAL COMMISSION UPDATE

OVID-19 has dominated discussions about aged care
generally, and has now been incorporated into the lines
of inquiry of the Aged Care Royal Commission.

Sydney Hearing 2 inquired into the response to COVID-19
in aged care, and what could be learned from this experience
to respond to future pandemics, infectious disease outbreaks
or other emergencies.

Originally scheduled weeks earlier with an advertised focus
on the NSW outbreaks, it was held amid the ongoing and
deteriorating outbreak in Victoria. Despite the original focus,
the discussions and commentary were pointedly referenced
to the current experience in Victoria and how the lessons from
NSW could and should have been available to enable the
industry to prepare.
Commissioner Pagone responded to the conclusions of
Counsel Assisting which focused on the lack of a clear plan for
aged care and that lessons were not being shared and learnt
from in a way which would enable the industry to appropriately
and effectively respond to the unique challenges of a new virus.
He concluded with a suggestion that has subsequently been adopted
by National Cabinet:
“We’ve heard of a number of very helpful
suggestions in the course of the hearing by people
who have had direct experience and a great deal of
personal expertise. We can only urge government
to listen to that carefully…such as a dedicated aged
care-specific national coordinating body to advise
government, such things as additional staff so as
to enable greater visitation in aged care homes so
that the informal care that is missing can take place.
These are all practical things that should perhaps
not wait.”
Significant public commentary and rebuttal continued during
and after the hearing between Counsel, the Commissioners
and the Department of Health, which continued into the Senate
Inquiry hearings.
Aside from this understandable focus on COVID-19, the Royal
Commission has continued to work as it had promised. A
number of key activities have been underway to bring together
research around important considerations for the future of the
industry specifically around funding and community attitude.
Key papers published by the Commission on these topics
include:
•

Consultation Paper 2: Financing Aged Care,

which anticipated that
the level of quality and care that is required would need an
additional funding boost of 50 to 100 per cent. The paper

explores options about how this funding could be achieved
and investigates models used elsewhere in the world.
•

What Australians think of Ageing and Aged Care

and They look after you,
explore

you look after them: Community attitudes to ageing and aged care

•

community attitudes to aged care.

Australia’s aged care system: assessing the views and preferences of the
general public for quality of care and future funding

Accompanying the Hearing on Accommodation held on 13-14
August, the Commission also published Models of Integrated Care,
Health and Housing.
The Commission indicated during its previous hearings on
quality of care that it was interested in the role that quality
indicators play currently in Australia and the experiences from
overseas and has now published its research conducted by
the South Australian Health and Medical Research Institute
(SAHMRI) into International and National Quality and Safety Indicators for
Aged Care.
LASA has been a strong supporter of more robust performance
measurement within the industry, and has worked closely
with SAHMRI on their Outcome Monitoring System, which
uses administrative data to create case-mix adjusted quality
indicators without additional cost to the industry.
Public hearings have recommenced in a virtual format, with a
hearing on Home Care held between 31 August and 2 September,
and one on Funding, Financing and Prudential Regulation held
14-22 September.
The home care hearing focused on employment and
engagement arrangements for home care workers particularly
through online platforms, qualifications and training for home
care workers, safeguards for older people receiving care in
their homes and the Commission raised concerns around the
regulation of aged care services delivered to people in their
homes and in the community.
Public submissions have now closed although COVID-19
related submissions will continue into September. It is
expected that the public facing activities of the Commission
will soon conclude as well.
With additional issues arising from the pandemic, the Final
Report is now due to be delivered on 26 February 2021.
LASA is working to understand what these recommendations
will likely include and we are planning to provide specific and
appropriate support to our Members when they are released. ■
Jane Bacot-Kilpatrick is COVID-19/Aged Care Royal
Commission Project Coordinator, Leading Age Services
Australia.
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RISK OFFERS THE POTENTIAL
FOR OPPORTUNITY
“People who don’t take risks generally make about two big mistakes a year. People who do take risks
generally make about two big mistakes a year.”—Peter Drucker

I

t’s fair to say that the focus on risk
in most organisations is inherently
biased towards avoidance of negative
outcomes.

There are many reasons for this,
including human nature to focus on
negatives and not positives, fear of loss
through what is called loss aversion,
and for most of us losses are felt more
strongly than gains. In combination, this
may foster high levels of risk aversion.
One consequence of this mindset and
culture is that opportunities to innovate
may be missed.
Aged care has a high focus on
regulation and compliance with your
‘licence to operate’ stemming from
accreditation to the Aged Care Quality
Standards. Therefore board focus on
risk management to these two drivers
is appropriate and encouraged. This is
known as a prescriptive approach to risk
management.
Nonetheless, boards of aged care
organisations should maintain an
external or future orientation in their risk
management activities. Without this
orientation, boards will not be able to
identify and then exploit opportunities
and connect their strategy with risk. This
is known as the principled approach to
risk management.
The principled approach uses a
framework of a ‘Think, Plan, Implement,
Review’ process (or ‘Plan, Do, Study,
Act’) that boards should follow. Using
this framework, boards will take a more
dynamic view of the real-world impact of
risks on the activities of the organisation,
while having closer visibility of the
achievement of strategic objectives.

28

Research conducted with participants
of the Governance in Aged Care
workshop facilitated by LASA and
the Governance Institute of Australia
indicates that aged care boards are
spending too little time on external
matters in the future, with too much
emphasis on internal control.
Aged care boards have a key role to
play here, helping their organisation
identify and exploit opportunities, and
maximise the long term sustainable
performance of the organisation. This
should not be left up to management—it
is a responsibility of boards and there
is an evident need for many to ‘step
up’ their performance in this area of
organisational governance. A failure
to do so diminishes the total potential
of the organisation and its ability to
create value for its shareholders and
stakeholders.

To paraphrase one of the most famous
innovators, CEO of Facebook Mark
Zuckerberg, ‘to take no risk is potentially
the biggest risk of all’ because there’s a
possibility that people innovate around
you.
In recent times, many aged care
organisations and their boards have
been grappling with the Aged Care
Quality Standards and the Royal
Commission into Aged Care Quality and
Safety. However, these two seemingly
adverse events of regulatory change
and political uncertainty can create
opportunities that may be exploited.
Rather than simply managing
compliance, can your organisation
exploit it? Rather than responding to
information requests and hoping to avoid
an appearance, can your organisation
exploit the process of the Aged Care
Royal Commission before the final report
and the inevitable government response?

“Exploiting opportunities is as much
part of risk management as controlling
downside outcomes.”—Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants
Aged care governing bodies need
appropriate risk taking to exploit strategic
opportunities. Through integration of
strategy setting and risk management
through the principled approach, boards
can adopt a more dynamic and agile
approach to both, with a clear shift
away from long-term strategic planning
towards adoption of scenario-based
planning or context-driven planning.

Key takeaways:
1. View risk in the positive
2. Integrate strategy and risk
3. Risk management should help an
organisation to create value, as well as
protect it ■

Brendan Moore is General Manager
Member Services, Leading Age Services
Australia.
If your organisation needs assistance
with creating a dynamic strategy to
exploit opportunities, please contact
Brendan on brendanm@lasa.asn.au or
1300 111 636.

A scholarship from Aware Super for emerging leaders
A new scholarship for emerging leaders will make a $25,000 grant to a member of Aware Super (First State Super,
StatePlus or VicSuper) to support their leadership development, professional education or ongoing vocational training.
The Aware Super Michael Dwyer Scholarship for Emerging Leaders has been established to reflect the leadership and
member first qualities of our funds. A great opportunity for LASA members to share with the future leaders in aged care.
To learn more and read the eligibility criteria visit aware.com.au
Applications close at 11:59pm on 25 October 2020
Terms & Conditions
This is general information only and does not take into account your specific objectives, financial situation or needs. Seek professional financial advice,
consider your own circumstances and read our product disclosure statement before making a decision about Aware Super. Call us or visit our website for a
copy. Issued by Aware Super Pty Ltd ABN 11 118 202 672, AFSL 293340, the trustee of Aware Super ABN 53 226 460 365. Financial planning services are
provided by our financial planning business Aware Financial Services Australia Limited ABN 86 003 742 756, AFSL No. 238430. Aware Financial Services
Australia Limited is wholly owned by Aware Super.
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• OSCAR Plus Software Packages
• Online Learning Management Systems

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

• Dietetic & Speech Pathology Services

TECHNOLOGY |

• Virtual Classrooms

• Full complement Auditing & Operational Support

5 Star Services for Aged Care
OSCAR Care Group offers an array of services by
providing experienced & qualified professionals
that are team players and team builders, and
our style is very hands on.

Contact OSCAR Care Group
to assist your facility today

Our Operational Support includes Consultancy,
Software Packages, Procurement, Kitchen
Solutions and all of your Food Safety
requirements. All can be tailored to suit your
Aged Care facility.
OSCAR’s Allied Health division incorporates
Dietitians and Speech Pathologists, who provide
Individual Assessments, Advice, Menu Reviews,
IDDSI Support and Staff Education.

AUDITING

DIETETICS

TRAINING

SPEECH
PATHOLOGY

FOOD
SAFETY

OPERATIONAL
SUPPORT

OSCAR’s Auditors conduct all facets of Food
Safety, WHS, Cleaning compliance & Internal
Auditing. We guide and support you to ensure
you meet national regulations and outcomes.
Our Training Division includes Online & Face to
Face Training, Virtual Classrooms, Workshops,
Products and Information which cover all areas of
Food Safety, Leadership, Nutrition and Hospitality.
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1300 4 67227 I WWW.OSCARCAREGROUP.COM.AU I info@oscarcaregroup.com.au
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AGED CARE SYSTEM
NAVIGATION

I

A KEY INGREDIENT FOR ENHANCING CONSUMER
EXPERIENCES AND OUTCOMES

t has been nearly a decade since
the Productivity Commission
highlighted the importance of
supporting consumers to navigate
the aged care system. More recently, the
Government and the Aged Care Royal
Commission have reinforced this.
In practice, the evolution of aged
care system navigation has seen a
piecemeal approach to establishing
infrastructure, often in response to
needs identified at a micro-service
level.
Different services support older
Australians to navigate the aged care
system, bundled in particular ways,
offered through varied mediums, and
having particular funding mechanisms.
Consequently, discussions of system
navigation often fail to fully explore the
current problems and systematically
consider possible solutions that can
support consumers to achieve an
amazing experience.
LASA has proposed to the Aged Care
Royal Commission the establishment
of a population-based Aged Care
System Navigation Framework
(ACSNF) to comprehensively address
the empowerment of consumers, their
families and informal carer supports to
better understand, access and engage
with an expanding aged care system.
The ACSNF builds on prior
developmental work that brings
together evidence concerning aged
care system navigation.
Three separate tiers of support are
critical to the ACSNF, providing
navigation matched to an individual’s

needs and capabilities. By design, the
ACSNF can create scale efficiencies
for ensuring universal consumer
access while minimising their
experience of slipping through the
cracks.
The three tiers of the ACSNF include:
Tier One: Mainstream Services
providing general information and
support. Delivering a range of generic
information and support services,
accessed by prospective consumers
across their adult years to support
later life planning and direct their
engagement with aged care services.
Tier Two: Aged Care Concierge
providing specialist information
and support. Delivering services
that facilitate purposeful discussion

between impartial subject matter
experts and prospective aged
care consumers that account for
a consumer’s aged care needs
with consideration of personal
circumstance. Concierges (care
finders) will provide advice about
different local aged care service
options and facilitate informed
decision making for consumer
engagement with these services.
Tier Three: Special Need Care
Management. Delivering services
to groups of consumers that identify
with at-risk groups or vulnerable
populations and who are highly
support dependent. Care management
will facilitate active consumer
engagement with aged care services
where consumers may have a complex

LASA’s proposal for better aged care system navigation.

Tier One:

Mainstream Services - General
Information & Support

Tier Two:

Aged Care Concierge Specialist Information
and Support

Tier Three:

Special Needs
Care
Management

Continued on page 32
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presentation with significant risk for disengagement in
accessing aged care.
The ACSNF recognises that most, if not all, consumers or
their representatives will engage with Tier One services to
access information and support (eg. general practices). Most
of these consumers will have the ability to act independently
on the information provided to support their informed
consumer choice and decision making in accessing aged
care.
A proportion of this Tier One group, however, will proceed to
seek out further assistance through the Tier Two concierge,
for specialist information, support and care finding services
relative to their needs and preferences for accessing aged
care.
Finally, an even smaller proportion of the Tier One and Tier
Two groups, who may struggle to engage with aged care
services, may need Tier Three specialist care management
support to assist them with access and engagement with
aged care.

System navigation supports across the ACSNF will need to
give account to quality processes to ensure continuity of
care and streamlined information handover across each tier.
At all tier levels, person-centred care will be a critical
philosophy for the system navigation workforce to
enhance consumer experiences and outcomes. Design
considerations and existing service infrastructure will need
to be accounted for in implementing a comprehensive aged
care system navigation service infrastructure.
LASA and its Members look to the Aged Care Royal
Commission in providing further detailed advice on the
requirements for aged care system navigation and welcomes
the opportunity to work with Government and invested
stakeholder groups in realising consumer supports that align
with achieving an amazing aged care experience. ■
Troy Speirs is Senior Policy Advisor, Leading Age Services
Australia.

innovAGEING

AUSTRALIA’S
NATIONAL
INNOVATION
NETWORK FOR
THE AGE SERVICES
INDUSTRY

NATIONAL
AWARDS 2020
NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN!
innovAGEING, along with its Foundation Partners the
Commonwealth Bank and KPMG, invites innovators in the
age services industry to nominate for the innovAGEING
National Awards 2020.
Now in its second year, the awards celebrate and promote
the achievements of organisations that have successfully
implemented new and better ways of providing care and
services to older Australians, and those that have helped
to make aged care more consumer-centred.
Nominations for the innovAGEING National Awards are
being called for from aged care operators and providers of
products and services used by the age services industry.
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Awards categories:

Improving Consumer Choice
Enhancing Consumer Experience
Realising Wellness and Re-Ablement
Increasing Care and Service Productivity
Increasing Access to Care and Services
Age Services Innovator of the Year
The innovAGEING National Awards are open until 20 October
2020. Winners will be announced 26 November 2020.
For more information and details on how to nominate visit:
www.innovageing.org.au/innovageing-national-awards/

NATIONAL UPDATE

INNOVATION’S FINANCE
PROBLEM

WHY THE MATHS STACKS UP, BUT MAYBE
NOT YOUR DECISIONS
“If a factory is torn down, but the rationality which produced it is left standing, then rationality
will simply produce another factory…There’s so much talk about the system. And so little
understanding.”—Robert Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance

T

here are a myriad of reasons why organisations fail
to innovate. It could be that they’re too focussed
on existing customers, and not chasing untapped
opportunities. It could be that they’re simply not
designing services and products that people want. Ultimately,
it could just be that they don’t ‘get’ innovation, which is the
organisational equivalent of calling someone ‘un-coachable’.
What we never consider are the impacts of the financial
tools we use to value, analyse and calculate the likelihood
of project success when deciding the investments we make.
In short, your innovation problem might be the result of how
you crunch the numbers.

Leveraging on your fixed and sunk costs
becomes your stasis

In a conventional financial decision making context, when
considering an initiative for the future, you take the future
(or marginal) costs for your innovation initiative, subtract
this from the cash you anticipate to make, and discount the
balance in present value terms.
Essentially, you are leveraging on your existing fixed and
sunk costs to support your future innovation initiative. This
might be OK if the resources needed for your future success
are the same as your past.
However, innovation rarely works this way, and in an age
services context, where we find ourselves needing new
skills, processes and technology for future success, relying
on your fixed and sunk costs invariably ties you to obsolete
capabilities and tools. To avoid locking your organisation to
a path of non-linear failure, it’s important to realise that when
it comes to creating something new, marginal cost is, in
truth, the full cost of your new initiative.

For example, a diversified incumbent provider might lament
the high-cost of setting up a new home care business, so
they decide instead to leverage on their existing systems,
processes and capabilities. Meanwhile, a new company
has the benefit of setting up a service with capabilities and
technology without the added burden of legacy costs.
The new entrant’s competitive advantage is simply that it
doesn’t have to choose or reconcile between the new and
the old, and between marginal and full cost. It’s essentially
why new entrants are generally faster and more nimble.

When present value stalls your future value

Building on the previous discussion, the process of
discounting future cash flows in present tense terms creates
an anti-innovation bias for organisations. As influential
business theorist Clayton Christensen pointed out:
•

It assumes that the base case of not investing in the
innovation—the do-nothing scenario—is that the viability
of the company will persist indefinitely into the future
regardless of whether the organisation innovates.

•

Predicting future cash flows from innovation is almost
impossible. Terminal value calculations, which assumes a
business will grow at a set rate beyond the forecast period,
are based on past year estimates. This has the effect of
underestimating innovation’s impact, in turn favouring a donothing position.

Taken together, both points highlight the difficulties in
forecasting innovation initiatives. What’s more, tools like
discounted cash flow, present value and terminal value
calculations are inherently biased towards staying the
course, even when performance is already declining.

Continued on page 34
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Step and do not step in the river

The maths and logic in our financial tools are sound, but this
hits home the fact that, as industry innovation leaders, we
need to be cognisant of their inherent biases for the status
quo when it comes to innovative change and transformation.
After all, no one consciously chooses to use old capabilities
and tools to meet future changes. Likewise, no one
intentionally believes past financial performance can give
accurate revenue forecast on their innovation projects. Yet,
this is what invariably happens.

International advisor on education in the arts Sir Ken
Robinson aptly captured the interplay between numbers and
the decisions we make by offering the following:
“The problem is the tail is starting to wag
the dog here…If the stats come to dominate
your judgement, then you’re not showing any
judgement at all.”
Simply put, innovation isn’t a lottery, but it still takes
courage. ■
Merlin Kong is Head of innovAGEING, Australia’s national
innovation network for the age services industry.
For more information visit www.innovageing.org.au

Be a Next Gen Community Partner
LASA Next Gen is partnering with
organisations like yours.
Join a tribe of passionate, driven organisations that are engaging and
collaborating with young people in their workplaces and across the
age services industry.
Become a Community Partner today. Stimulate more engagement
with your emerging leaders and future employees. Be part of
driving dynamic, innovative and purposeful industry discussions
for all next generation leaders.

Find out more today.
www.lasa.asn.au/next-gen-community-partners/
samanthab@lasa.asn.au
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We’re
starting with the
next generation -

Will you
join us?
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LEADING, LEARNING AND LEANING
HOW THE NEXT GENERATION OF AGED CARE
LEADERS SEE OUR FUTURE

E

very month industry leaders have led discussions about
the challenges facing our industry and the importance
of involving our young leaders to build a better ageing
future.

The LASA BeNext Sessions have been a key part of building
industry resilience and highlighting to young and emerging
leaders the need for difficult conversations, for vulnerability
in the challenges we face, and for hope in our future. We
have reached over 200 Next Gen leaders through these
events alone.
Topics have covered leading in dynamic moments,
embracing difficult conversations and finding mentors, but
the main theme that has arisen time and time again, is that
our network is vital.
LASA Next Gen supports a resilient attitude, provides us
with a safe space for important conversations, and creates
moments for us to learn from the experiences of our peers.
Our young leaders’ network is about ensuring all
generations—especially young people—see themselves
reflected in our industry discussions, are willing to commit
to its progress, and are actively excelling in today’s dynamic
moments.
LASA’s Next Gen events and projects are all about
strengthening leadership capacity and there have been
many moments when our comments sections have lit up
with questions directed to experienced professionals about
difficulties in leadership, building resilient teams, and leaning
into today’s difficult moments.
I’ve condensed the main themes here, and I encourage both
experienced and emerging leaders to consider how these
apply to you.

1. Be clear and adaptable.

Being clear and adaptable may mean making decisions
without all the knowledge you need, but knowing you can
come back to reassess. Your decision may have been wrong
and you can own up to it. Being open and authentic helps
show people that you are leading with grace. Share the
worries, concerns and burden with trusted colleagues and
connections; they can help you to access to supports you
need to excel.

2. You don’t have to solve every problem.

Look to your team to be your mentors. Find those magic
moments to untangle the tough moments, discuss the
challenges, and highlight the great work being achieved
despite the adversity we are facing. It’s in our industry’s
DNA to be responsive and adaptable to change. We don’t
always have to have the answers, but when we are honest
and upfront about the tough decisions, we can lean on each
other for support.

3. Your now is building the steps for
tomorrow.

Those at the frontline of COVID-19 know that planning is
vital to their success. Not only for the people they support,
but to build a safe team and to ensure everyone is ready for
the challenges of tomorrow. Every skill developed today is
building your knowledge and resilience for that next step,
that next moment, and your future. Our peers might been
through many global meltdowns over their career—the GFC,
SARS, MERS, the .com crash, the 1990s recession we ‘had
to have’. Events, crashes and pandemics are unpredictable
environments. It may take a long time to get the answers
we desperately seek but now is the perfect time to develop
a strong view on the future of our industry and be part of
changing it for the better. None of us want to be in uncertain
situations but bringing clarity to how we lead others,
learning how to better support our own wellbeing, align to
the causes and initiatives that we see bringing real change,
and disrupting old prejudices we can all build stronger
bonds and relationships
We want those around us to perform at their best and excel,
because together we can make a difference. So take the
time for the moments that support you.
Join our BeNext Sessions and be part of the Next Gen
Forums to hear how our leaders are leading, learning and
leaning into moments that will shape our better ageing
future.
Upcoming BeNext Sessions will be held in October 2020. To
participate please email samanthab@lasa.asn.au or visit lasa.
asn.au/BeNext for session information. ■
Samantha Bowen is Principal Advisor Next Gen, Leading Age
Services Australia.
For more information visit www.lasa.asn.au/lasa-next-gen/
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CREATING INCLUSIVE ORGANISATIONS
A DIVERSITY LENS MUST BE A PART OF CORE THINKING

F

or older people to have a positive and dignified ageing
experience we must consider diversity and inclusion in
all aspects of our work. What is diversity and how is it
different to inclusion? How do the two intersect? How
do organisations become inclusive?
Diversity encourages us to consider that each of us is a unique
person with a multitude of characteristics which define us as
different from one another. Our individual identities and life
experiences shape who we are, how we live and what we need.
Within the aged care sector, diversity can be considered in line
with the Department of Health’s Aged Care Diversity Framework.
The Framework supports us to take a human-rights based
approach and complements the Aged Care Act 1997 and the
Aged Care Quality Standards which encourages the embedding
of diversity, cultural safety and consumer choice and control
within all aspects of aged care service delivery.
Inclusion can be viewed in how we consider the needs of
people who may ‘miss out’ on accessing services and takes into
consideration power, privilege and marginalisation.
Within the ageing population, inclusion can be achieved through
purposeful consideration of older people who may be vulnerable
to exclusion from aged care services. These older people may
need additional language support, have mental health issues or
have faced trauma through life circumstances such as being in a
war or having a refugee experience. They may have been victims
of stigma and face discrimination in relation to their sexuality,
lifestyle, disability, gender and race.
To be inclusive in supporting the needs of all older people we
must consider the diversity of each older person we service or
‘not service’.
Consider the hypothetical situation of ‘Lola’. Lola is an 85-yearold woman from a Greek cultural background. She migrated to
Melbourne during post-world war II migration where Australian
migration frameworks entailed policies of assimilation and ‘fitting’
into Australian culture.
Like many immigrant and refugee women who came to Australia
in the post-war period, Lola did not have access to formal
education and worked in a poorly-paid job to support her family.
Recently her husband passed away and she now lives alone.
Her children have their own families to look after and she feels
she doesn’t want to burden them. She is fluent in Greek but has
limited English language or literacy. She listens to radio programs
in Greek language and enjoys going to her local senior citizens
club. She regularly attends her local pharmacy and GP.
She lives in your local area and is a part of your community.
How would your service support her to have a positive ageing
experience?
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The journey must begin from the very top. This means a
commitment to inclusion is given by boards and executive leaders
and that commitment is communicated regularly across the
organisation and within strategic plans.
It means resources are allocated to meet that commitment.
These resources could entail inclusive strategic plans, inclusive
committees and diverse representation on consumer advisory
groups. It means a diversity lens is embedded into continuous
improvement approaches, research, human resources,
recruitment, learning and development, risk management,
marketing and communications, and service provision.
It means collaborating with organisations and peak bodies that
support special needs groups and reaching out for support
from government funded programs specialising in diversity and
inclusion in aged care such as from the Department of Health’s
Partners in Culturally Appropriate Care (PICAC) program, diversity
and inclusion consultants and subject matters experts.
It is essential that we reach out to consumers themselves and
ask them what they need. This may include assertive outreach
approaches to contact and connect with ‘hard to reach’ older
people, culturally inclusive and sensitive feedback loops,
engagement with interpreting and translation services, and
co-designing programs with diverse consumer groups to inform
inclusive and innovative models of practice.
Each of us will have our own unique inclusive service journey and
it is not without its challenges. Whatever stage you are at on your
inclusive service journey, a diversity lens is not just an ‘add on’ but
must be a part of core thinking.
If services consider applying a diversity lens, Lola will be more
likely to access services and have choice and control over which
service she feels safe to access. Lola will feel her unique identity,
culture and lifestyle are respected. Lola’s story is one of many and
everybody’s story matters. ■
Lisa Tribuzio is Manager, Centre for Cultural Diversity in Ageing,
which is supported by Benetas Aged Care Services.
For more information visit www.culturaldiversity.com.au

Telehealth
Physio/OT therapy
Dietetics
Speech pathology
Podiatry
Psychiatry
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ENGAGING CONSUMERS THROUGH
STORYBOARDS DURING COVID-19
TARGETING AT RISK POPULATIONS TO KEEP THEM SAFE

T

o feel supported and in control as we age, it’s
important we communicate effectively to the
marginalised groups of older people in our society.

Some of the most at risk populations for COVID-19
are people who can potentially miss out on key messages—
the Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) aged care
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consumers who may be isolated from support networks and
older people living in remote Aboriginal communities
When the new Aged Care Quality Standards were released in
2019, Culturally Directed Care Solutions (CDCS) worked with
the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission and rural and
remote aged care providers to develop a series of Storyboards
that painted a picture of how each Standard might ‘look’.

ACHIEVING AN AMAZING AGEING EXPERIENCE

The stories, expressed in colourful imagery, combined with
a user guide, helped coordinators and managers discuss
the application of the Standards in their workplace and with
consumers, embedding knowledge.

coordinators who had been trying to find ways to support staff
and consumers in their services. Suggested topics also came
from issues noted by seniors in more mainstream settings,
such as how to stay safe at home.

When COVID-19 raised its head, one answer to addressing
communication barriers was to return to this format.

The COVID-19 Storyboards and guides are freely downloadable
from the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission website
under the COVID-19 resources section: COVID-19 Staying
Safe Storyboards and User Guides, and COVID-19 Etiquette
Storyboards and User Guides.

Indigenous people have been using stories for generations,
weaving values, responsibilities and spiritual beliefs into the
stories. Storytelling is something that is common across
cultures, we learn about the world around us, our history
or cautionary tales through the stories of our parents and
grandparents.
When listening to or reading a story, we activate a function in
the brain called ‘neural coupling’, something that enables the
listener to convert the ideas presented into their own ideas and
experiences.

There are also Aged Care Standards Storyboards, with new
Storyboards coming soon on Person Centred Care, End-of-Life
Planning and Restraint in Residential Care and in the Home. ■
Carrie Akhurst is Co-Director, Culturally Directed Care
Solutions.
For more information visit www.cdcs.com.au

Humans are also wired to respond to images faster and with
a deeper connection and understanding than mere words.
Together, stories and images are an effective way of influencing
behaviour and aiding memory.
The goal of communication is to influence the target audience
(to change their current attitudes, belief, knowledge and
behaviour). However, raw information alone rarely changes
these, we need to know the why, the how, the what, but in
a palatable and easy to understand format. This is where
Storyboards are valuable.

GET TWO
MONTHS FREE *

When people can ‘see’ the issue, it is like a visual anchor
that leads to greater understanding and they remember the
concepts of a message better. A story—or a series of stories—
builds familiarity and trust in a concept, and allows the viewer
or listener to enter into the story at their level, which in turn
makes them more open to learning more.
When developing the latest set of COVID-19 response
Storyboards we were also mindful of the impact colour has
in supporting reader engagement. Research with those living
with Alzheimer’s disease has demonstrated that colour cues
can improve memory and learners recall images better when
they are colourful rather than in black and white. As orange has
been shown to increase attention, this colour was selected to
emphasise key messages on the Storyboards.
Of course, all imagery is open to interpretation, so part of the
Storyboard development process has to include consultation
with the end user. Additionally, if the topic is not of interest to
the reader it is overlooked, not because it is not engaging or
well developed, but simply because it doesn’t hold immediate
value in a world that is sometimes overwhelming, particularly
at the moment with messaging coming at us from all sides.
This is where focus groups, critical friends, experts and people
outside the developer of a Storyboard are crucial to identifying
trending topics and providing valuable feedback.
The topics targeted in the COVID-19 Storyboards arose out of
suggestions from rural and remote aged care managers and

Delivering more
time to care
Award-winning total home care management software
Quick & easy rostering improves efficiency
Automates processes – invoicing & payroll
Call monitoring & Carer Companion mobile app
eMAR & care worker tasks deliver responsive care
* T&Cs - Pay for 10 months and receive 12 months of CareLineLive in your first year’s contract.
Offer available on a minimum of 5 carers and a maximum of 30 carers, minimum contract term
applies. Offer available until 31st January 2021 and is inclusive of remote onboarding. For full
Terms & Conditions, please visit www.carelinelive.com.au/2monthsfreeoffer

03 8518 4374
www.carelinelive.com.au
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NLE COMMERCIAL PTY LTD
PO Box 5538 Stafford Heights QLD 4053
Unit 5/20 Valente Close Chermside 4032

Ph: (07) 3326 4444 Admin Fax: (07) 3326 4477
ABN: 67 134 099 675 www.nle.com.au

Commercial Equipment for Professional People

With over 30 years experience in the Aged Care, Health Care, Hospitality and
Electrical Contracting Industries, together with the exclusive range of Girbau
Laundry equipment, Finishing equipment and Laundry Trolleys, we can
confidently provide you with all your Laundry and Electrical requirements.
We pride ourselves on the customer service we offer, attention to detail and
complete client satisfaction. Our proven track record speaks for itself with a
client base of satisfied customers, combined with industry leading products,
places NLE as leaders in our market sectors.
At NLE we offer you a one-stop solution to meet all your Laundry and
Electrical requirements.
Servicing Queensland and Northern NSW.
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A PERFECT MATCH

HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP BUILD A CULTURE OF
RESPECT AND TRUST IN AGED CARE

W

hile respect and trust are integral to any
organisation, this is especially true of those
operating in the age services industry. Here, the
health and wellbeing of a vulnerable person is
dependent on the level of care they receive. Therefore, it is vital
that providers be proactive in creating an environment in which
residents feel cared for as individuals, and where caregivers are
able to thrive.
This means developing a culture of trust and respect that not
only resonates internally, but also extends to the residents. A
culture lacking in these can be detrimental to any organisation
of course, by stifling teamwork and undermining individual
performance. In a care setting though this can be critical,
leading to poor interactions with residents and their relatives,
which should be avoided at all costs to create a positive,
lasting professional relationship.
In order for quality care to take place, caregivers must be
able to foster good relationships with their residents. Shared
understanding, mutual respect and trust are essential elements,
however it takes perseverance and dedication for these to
develop. Arguably the most important is respect, because
when this is exercised over time, a deeper level of trust can be
achieved.
Every resident deserves to be treated with dignity and respect,
and for their value as individuals to be acknowledged. Facilities
can demonstrate this in a number of ways, from getting to
know each resident upon admission, to truly listening to them,
asking for their opinions and including them in the development
of their care plans. Being compassionate, spending appropriate
time with residents and delivering efficient, person-centred
care will further contribute to building a trusting, respectful
relationship that also extends to the relatives.

The transparency has been particularly valuable with aged care
facilities facing increased scrutiny from family, friends and the
media, who are demanding greater visibility about how their
loved ones are being cared for during the COVID-19 pandemic.
By using technology-enabled care services to log interactions
and demonstrate competence, care providers are able to give
relatives greater peace of mind, which can go a long way in
helping to establish and maintain a level of trust between the
facility and the family.
Furthermore, by encouraging carers to evidence care at the
point of delivery, such software has the added benefit of
boosting data capture, with some facilities reporting a 400
per cent increase in care interactions evidenced since using
the software. This not only provides facilities with the data
necessary to identify any internal changes, and to respond to
these quickly, but it also makes for much more comprehensive
reporting, which in turn assures customers that they are
receiving the best, person-centred care possible. By providing
access to care plans with the tap of a finger, technology also
gives care staff the tools to build trust and respect further by
minimising the risk of errors when delivering care.
It is important to remember that respect and trust are fragile
concepts; once these have been lost, they can be difficult
to rebuild. With this in mind, aged care professionals should
always strive to raise standards so that every opportunity to
interact with residents helps towards building and maintaining
these. ■
Tammy Sherwood is CEO, Person Centred Software Australia.

For more information visit www.personcentredsoftware.com/au

Often the primary decision makers when it comes to seeking
and overseeing the care of residents, relatives need to know
that you have their loved one’s best interests at heart, that
you are capable of delivering on your promises of providing
exceptional care, and that you are honest and trustworthy.
Frequent, open communication with relatives is the only way
to demonstrate this and is therefore crucial to success. Such
communication can be time consuming, however there are
innovative technologies available to help providers facilitate this
without imposing too much on carers, allowing them instead to
focus on being with their residents.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Care Systems and Leading Age
Services Australia (LASA) deliver
an outsourced back office solution
to support aged care providers
Deliver compliant Payroll and Resident Billing while
reducing your operating costs with LASA’s professional,
cost effective and accurate outsourced solution.
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Concerned about Payroll compliance? Want more
time to focus on Resident Billing? We help ensure
your staff are paid in line with the relevant EA or
Award. On time - every time.
Using the latest Care Systems cloud technology and LASA’s industry
knowledge and support, Payroll and Resident Billing compliance
can be simple and streamlined. LASA’s team conﬁdently manage
the complexity of your Payroll, ﬁlling empty shifts quickly & easily,
managing your roster, matching time and attendance scans to rostered
shifts, then swift approval & processing of Payroll.

Want to maximise revenue & ensure effective and
compliant Resident Billing? We support providers
to maximise your funding entitlements & ensure
Residents are billed correctly.
LASA can manage your Medicare payment statement reconciliation
& analysis to ensure you don’t miss out on funding entitlements,
payments and supplements. Client are billed automatically, and end of
month reconciliation & reporting is also available. Have peace of mind
knowing your residents are billed correctly, and your staff are paid
accurately and on time.
Governance reporting. Happy personnel. Comforted Residents.
Compliant provider. Peace of mind.

caresystems.com.au

Find out
more

Contact Leading Age Services Australia (LASA)
on 1300 111 636 or Payroll@lasa.asn.au
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AN INNOVATIVE UNION

AGED CARE PROVIDER INVESTS IN FUTURE
THROUGH KEY TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION

I

n an innovative step for the industry, Leading South
Australian ageing care provider ECH (Enabling Confidence
at Home) has acquired one of Australia’s leading aged care
start-ups, Billy.

The Melbourne-based technology company uses smart
sensors placed around the home to build a profile of an
individual’s everyday routine, shared with families and aged
care professionals via an app.
ECH initially invested in Billy in 2018 and has now had an offer
accepted to take full ownership of the technology company,
including the entire Melbourne-based team.
ECH Chief Executive Dr David Panter said ongoing investment
and implementation of tailored technologies was vital for the
aged care industry moving forward.
“ECH is determined to make real change in the industry
through the investment of technology,” he said.
“When used correctly, technology can create positive change,
enabling and supporting people to remain living independently
in their own homes.
“We have seen recently during COVID-19 restrictions how
technology can be used to support older people and it’s
essential we continue to build on this momentum.
“It is vital that as an industry we place a focus on preventative
measures to stop incidents being escalated to emergency
situations, with the latter being the major focus of other
monitoring technology currently on the market.
“This technology is also a great enabler in supporting the
purpose of ECH, to help older people remain living confidently
and independently at home.”
Billy enables families to have clear visibility that daily routines
of their loved ones are being undertaken through a simple
to use app. The monitoring of daily tasks helps aged care
professionals to detect changes in behaviour over time, which
can enable preventative interventions to occur, helping to
reduce overall decline in an individual’s wellbeing.
“Technology will undoubtedly play a critical role in supporting
Australians as they age—particularly those people who wish to
remain living independently at home,” Dr Panter said.
“While it will never replace the personalised approach, the
best outcomes for clients will be achieved through tailored and
individual care plans combined with cutting-edge technology.
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The Billy app provides information to
families and healthcare providers.

“The Billy team bring a wealth of knowledge and skills in the
areas of software development and digital product experience
which will give us the platform to develop advanced digital
solutions in-house.”
The acquisition will grow the national presence of ECH due to
the number of people based around the country using Billy.
“While ECH is predominately a South Australian organisation,
Billy increases our presence across state borders, and it will be
important to explore further opportunities that this may create,”
he said.
“Many of our home care package clients and their families are
already using Billy and finding great benefit from it.
“This acquisition ensures we can deepen the Billy offering
for our existing clients and residents as well building out our
customer base in the broader community.”

ACHIEVING AN AMAZING AGEING EXPERIENCE

Billy Founder, Tim McDougall added, “The acquisition is
reflective of the mission of the Billy team.”
“We have got to know ECH as an investor and customer
over the last two years and continue to be struck by the
differentiated way that they think about the future of care.
“When ECH approached Billy about acquiring the business, we
recognised an opportunity to help drive the growth of Billy and
support the expansive digital strategy that ECH is executing.”
Technology continues to be a key focus for ECH with three
technology-related appointments.
Chris Dury has been appointed to the ECH Executive team as
Chief Information Officer, while Tim and Melissa McDougall will
also join the Executive team as General Manager of Billy and
Chief Technology Officer, following the recent acquisition of
Billy.
ECH Chief Executive Dr David Panter said these appointments
would bring a wealth of technology related industry experience
to the organisation. ■
Vicky Brett is Marketing Manager, ECH.

For more information, please visit www.ech.asn.au or
www.meetbilly.com

A Billy sensor detects movement.

Delivering new online services from October 2020
including:
• Zoom training in the following areas:
o ACFI (Beginners & Advanced) (3 x 1.5 hours session)
o Preparing your Self-Assessment for accreditation
o Other topics available upon request
AGED CARE ASSISTANCE SPECIALIST

• Remote and onsite auditing of ACFI submissions

National Care Solutions is ready to work with
you to achieve maximum outcomes for your
residents and business though contemporary
ethical methodologies. We are now delivering
online and alternative training and consultancy
services.

• Remote and onsite review of Self Assessments
for Accreditation

National Care Solutions is a professional customer
focused aged care specialist company focusing on
management and training for aged and home care
providers.

• Support for dealings with regulatory bodies.
• Policy reviews
• ACAR applications
• General management consultancy services
• Income maximisation strategies including ACFI training,
preparation & review

NCS specialises in providing assistance for
services of all sizes, including rural and regional
standalone services.

• Systems reviews (including documentation review)

Contact Lyn Turner, Director

• Internal auditing, including pre-accreditation gap analysis

P: 0418 733 786

E: lyn@nationalcaresolutions.com.au

W: www.nationalcaresolutions.com.au

• Preparation & submission of tenders
• Strategic planning
• Training & development services
(on site and remote delivery)
• Assistance in planning for rebuilding, refurbishing
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PainChek .
The digital
healthcare
solution to
assess pain.
®

PainChek® is a fully mobile,
clinically validated and regulated
app that accurately assesses pain
in those who cannot verbalise it,
such as those living with dementia.
With over 160,000 pain
assessments conducted to date,
PainChek® has empowered over
700 residential aged care facilities
to significantly improve patient
outcomes and increase staff
efficiency.
To support innovation in aged
care, the Australian Federal
Government is funding a national
trial of PainChek® in residential
aged care facilities. Under the
agreement, eligible providers
can receive a free 12-month
subscription to PainChek®’s digital
pain assessment tool.
To apply call 1800 098 809
or email grant@painchek.com
painchek.com/grant
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LIMITED
LICENSES
AVAILABLE.
APPLY
NOW.
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ACCURATE PAIN ASSESSMENT
AND MANAGEMENT IS CRITICAL
TO ENSURE QUALITY CARE
How pain assessment technology can empower carers to improve quality of care for their residents.

P

ain is a very common and personal experience that
can have a significant impact on people’s lives. One
in five Australians will experience chronic pain in their
lifetime, and the prevalence increases with age.

Pain also overlaps with dementia; it is estimated that up to 80
per cent of aged care residents have chronic pain, while 53
per cent of people in residential aged care have a diagnosis of
dementia.
This means that there is a large population of older people who
may find it difficult or impossible to communicate about pain.
As a result, pain is often undetected or misinterpreted in many
aged care residents.
Chronic pain can have a significant impact on many aspects
of a person’s life. Under-treated or undetected pain can have
serious adverse effects, including worsening cognitive function,
increased depression and greater functional impairments.

By doing better as an age services industry to help people
manage their pain, we can significantly improve their quality of
life. But how can we do better?

Challenges facing aged care providers
today

Many patients use medications for temporary pain relief;
however, these are only one part of a comprehensive treatment
strategy. Over prescribing or under prescribing of pain relief
can compound the impact of pain.
An appropriate pain management strategy should incorporate
self-management techniques and support from allied
healthcare professionals as appropriate, particularly when the
underlying root cause of pain is unknown or the pain condition
is persistent.
Continued on page 48
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Accurate pain assessment is critical during the palliative care
phase. Effective pain management ensures residents live their
final days with the highest quality of life possible.
As a resident enters the late stages of dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease, most cannot communicate directly or
verbalise basic requirements—making it difficult for carers
and caregivers to deliver appropriate pain relief. Behavioural
indicators of pain in this portion of the population can be subtle
and difficult to detect, but can be an important adjunct to care.
These challenges have only been exacerbated by COVID-19,
as people with chronic pain may be more susceptible to the
virus due to suppressed immune systems.

Digital technology and data as an enabler
for more effective patient outcomes

Existing and established pain assessment tools for aged care
populations are very well-validated to assess pain, but these
are manual, paper-based, and often not used at the point
of care—and many require specialist nursing knowledge.
As a result, they are rarely used by carers in aged care and
hospitals, leaving staff to work out their own methods.
Today, the widespread availability of digital technology,
coupled with advancements in artificial intelligence and facial

recognition, has opened up a plethora of possibilities in regards
to pain assessment for residents living with dementia.
Facial recognition technology, data analytics, AI and
smartphone technology have made it possible to automate
the pain assessment process improving the clinical practice of
pain management. Tools that automate the pain assessment
process empower all carers to deliver accurate pain
assessment at anytime, anywhere.
These tools are also valuable for palliative care and pain
management at end-of-life, as they provide carers with the
right tools to assess pain while providing relatives with greater
peace of mind, knowing their loved ones are receiving the care
they require.
With many providers required to lock down or restrict access to
facilities, and faced with overwhelming staffing shortages, the
automation of pain assessment has become even more critical
to ensure compliance with infection control procedures.
A clear strategy for pain management in our aged care
facilities, along with pain assessment technology that provides
accurate and rapid pain assessment, can improve quality of life
for residents both during and after the pandemic. ■
Philip Daffas is CEO and Managing Director, PainChek.
For more information visit www.painchek.com

Warramunda Village - Furniture specified by
Elaine McNeill - Aged Care Interiors

Specialists in quality, Australian Made furniture
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WENTWORTH CARE FURNITURE
Ph: 03 9408 9710
www.wentworthcare.com.au
sales@wentworthcare.com.au

Make a real
difference in
aged care with
postgraduate study
Advance your knowledge and skills – learn how
to provide tangible solutions and ensure better
outcomes in aged and palliative care.
Study tailored, industry-relevant programs in:
– Palliative Care (Master’s, Graduate Diploma,
Graduate Certificate)
– Advanced Nursing (Master’s, Graduate Diploma,
Graduate Certificate)
– Health Services Management (Advanced Master’s,
Master’s, Graduate Diploma, Graduate Certificate)
The University of Technology Sydney is Australia’s #1
University in Nursing*. UTS supports the workforce and
produces future leaders through innovative, impactful
research and practical, relevant education.

Apply now, start in 2021.
pghealth.uts.edu.au

* QS World University Rankings
by Subject 2017-2020
UTS CRICOS 00099F
23547 September 2020
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Your helping hand to a compliant
future — with new retirement
living module coming soon!
Gain the confidence you need in a changing regulatory
environment with the LASA Safety & Quality Management System.
This affordable, flexible online solution will help improve quality
management, policies and procedures for villages big and small.
Designed to help you manage your compliance with the Australian
Retirement Village Accreditation Scheme Standards and
Retirement Living Code of Conduct, the System includes a suite
of over 40 targeted policy and procedure templates.
Find out why hundreds of aged care providers have signed up to
the LASA Safety & Quality Management System to manage their
compliance with the Aged Care Standards.

“We would not have had the time or capacity to
align the policies to the new standards so the
System was a huge help.”
Carrington Care Quality & Clinical
Safety Coordinator, Jeannette Farkas.

20%

discount for
LASA Members!

20%

discount for rural and
remote organisations!

Further discount if you are an
existing SQMS subscriber.

Call for an obligation-free demonstration today.
1300 111 636

quality@lasa.asn.au

www.lasa.asn.au/SQMS

1800 622 770

PREVENT OUTBREAK.
SHIFT TO SUSTAINABLE
TALK
Talk to
TOusUS
today
TODAY
HYGIENE SOLUTION.
TALK TO US TODAY

1800 622 770
DUPLEXCLEANING.COM.AU

DUPLEXCLEANING.COM.AU
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THE POWER OF DATA

FROM MEANINGLESS DETRITUS TO LIFE-SAVING KNOWLEDGE

T

he Aged Care Royal Commission and various
inquiries into the COVID-19 pandemic response
have raised difficult questions for aged care service
providers.

The answers to some will no doubt require time and energy,
with many commentators calling for widespread structural
and cultural change. Yet many solutions are within easy
reach and already held by residential aged care facilities
(RACFs) and their clinical partners.
They’re hidden within the data we keep—and there’s lots of
it! By itself, as bits of information, data can seem like a wash
of meaningless detritus. But organised properly, applying
technology and predictive analysis tools, we can transform
seemingly chaotic and irrelevant data into life-saving and
staff-empowering knowledge.

Priorities for action

But what do we need to fix? What are our priorities for
action? Last year Professor Johanna Westbrook, Director
of the Centre for Health Systems and Safety Research at
Macquarie University, told the Royal Commission that errors
associated with medication management were the most
common complaint arising from RACFs.
This has been reinforced by numerous personal and tragic
accounts of fathers, mothers, grandparents dying or
disabled due to medication misadventure.
In giving evidence, Professor Westbrook emphasised the
need for better systems and greater coordination between
pharmacists, GPs and nurses to improve medication safety.
She cited a study she led that found that residents on
average had nearly 10 discrepancies between the GP’s
medication records versus the records kept at the aged care
facility. She also pointed at the continued reliance on fax to
communicate resident medication charts between the facility
and the community pharmacy.
Given that a lack of consistency, continuity or completeness
in patient information can create an environment ripe for
errors, it’s no surprise that the majority of medication
incidents occur during transitions of care and changes to
medication therapy.

Source of truth

Relatively few of all medication incidents suffered by
residents arise from errors generated by pharmacies. They

also hold the most accurate, consistent and up-to-date
patient medication information.
It’s why the Australian Government is increasingly turning to
pharmacies for this data as the ‘source of truth’ in projects
such as the Pharmacist Shared Medicines List (PSML) and
electronic prescribing.
It is clear Australian Government will continue their own
responses before and after the Royal Commission and any
pandemic inquiries hand down their reports.
For instance, the Commonwealth-funded Aged Care Data
Compare project was launched in June to harmonise access
and exchange of information across the variety of IT systems
employed by RACFs. The Commonwealth expects this work
will lay the foundations for data analysis, standardisation,
sharing between RACFs so that performance can be
measured and compared.
In a July 2020 media release, Interim CEO of the Digital
Health Cooperative Research Centre Dr Michael Costello
said that technology and data were key to managing and
monitoring the long-term quality and provision of aged
care—and it starts with making the best use of the resources
and data we already have.
So we can expect even more emphasis placed on
monitoring, reporting and benchmarking key clinical metrics.
For instance increased reporting requirements on the use of
psychotropics have already been pushed through.

What questions do you need answers to?
Can your facility summarise, graph and detail all
psychotropic medications taken by residents at any point
in time, and categorise by resident or drug class? Can you
clearly identify changes over time and provide evidence of
minimising chemical restraints in line with new Quality and
Safety Commission requirements?

Do you know which residents are at risk of serious
injury from falling due to the anticholinergic load of their
medication regimen? What measures would you take if you
did?
Today it is a simple exercise to review a resident’s current
medication profile and, using a proven scientific mechanism,
identify those taking certain medication combinations which
can increase the risk of a fall.
Do your residents have their medications, interactions
and side-effects regularly monitored to ensure best health
Continued on page 52
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outcomes? Do you have a system in place that alerts you
to when the number of medications taken by a resident
becomes dangerously complex and should be reviewed?
Do you have a system in place for family case conferences
or medication care plan assessments so that you can
immediately access the resident’s complete and current
medication profile, including details such as possible
adverse reactions and the history of dosage changes? This
is standard practice for some RACFs that work closely with
their pharmacy service providers.
What about handover time between care worker shifts? It
is a simple thing to generate a handover report that records
any new, changed or ceased medications, non-daily or PRN

administrations, and administration exceptions over a 24hour period.
Minimising the risk of system failure or human error leading
to medication mismanagement or misadventure has become
a major national priority. Although the aged care industry
faces a painful period of review and self-reflection, solutions
can be found in the ‘low-hanging fruit’ of the data already
held and analysed within systems already available. You just
have to ask for it. ■
Gerard Stevens AM is founder and Managing Director,
Webstercare.
For more information visit www.webstercare.com.au

CHEMPRO AGED CARE
WE OFFER

CHEMPRO AGED CARE
Ashmore Plaza Shopping Centre, Shop 44/46/146
Cotlew St, Ashmore QLD 4214
P: 07 5531 1453 F: 07 5531 483
E: agedcareashmore@chempro.com.au
www.chemproagedcare.com.au
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AGED CARE FACILITIES BOOSTED
BY GOLD STANDARD EMERGENCY
RESPONSE PLANNING
New free disaster resilience toolkit will help now and into the future.

T

he year 2020, perhaps unlike any other in recent
memory, has reminded us that adversity can come
out of the blue and create complicated disruptions to
everyday life.

The year 2020, perhaps unlike any other in recent memory, has
reminded us that adversity can come out of the blue and create
complicated disruptions to everyday life.
In Australia, bushfires occurred with unprecedented extent and
intensity, creating widespread death and damage, followed by
Tropical Cyclone Damien, largescale flooding in New South
Wales, and then a global pandemic. This onslaught of hazards
has left national and state governments, non-government
organisations and communities reeling with questions about how
best to manage when the unexpected arrives.
The age services industry has been one of the worst affected.
Reports indicate over 91 aged care facilities were impacted
by the 2019-2020 bushfires alone. Facilities were required to
evacuate residents and deal with staffing limitations due to
blocked roads or staff undertaking volunteer firefighting duties.
In the floods, water damage to facilities impacted on electricity
supplies and limited access to potable water. The isolation or
inundation of aged care facilities made discharge and admission
of patients, staff roster change overs and provision of goods

including medical supplies, linen, food and hygiene products
difficult or impossible.
This poses the question: how are we preparing for disasters in
the future and can we measure our resilience before disaster
strikes, particularly in aged care?
The recent release of a new Toolkit for Assessing Disaster Resilience for
developed by the Torrens Resilience Institute
(TRI), Flinders University, is the culmination of a two-year project
to create a unique and free resource to give aged care providers
the ability to assess capacity to sustain operations, adapt and
be self-reliant in the face of adversity.
Aged Care Facilities,

It includes a scorecard that measures the four components of
resilience—community connectedness, risk and vulnerability,
planning, and procedures and available resources—and provides
practice scenarios for use in training exercises, to help aged care
providers ensure they are optimally prepared for natural hazards
such as fires, floods and earthquakes.
The toolkit underpins a vision of a more resilient industry that is
equipped to respond comprehensively and recover swiftly.
“The resource was developed in response to the lack of a readily
available disaster resilience resource for aged care providers,”
says Professor Paul Arbon, Director of the TRI.
Continued on page 54
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“Disruptive events are inevitable and organisations that are well
prepared are better able to deal with them, then get back to
normal operations as seamlessly as possible—minimising their
consequences.
“Aged care providers must be particularly diligent given the
vulnerability of their populations and the associated challenges,
so this toolkit is finetuned to their specific needs.”
A total of 12 facilities in South Australia completed the scorecard
during its testing.
Professor Arbon says staff and managers who participated
reported the process helped them think more broadly and
consider a range of critical aspects such as accountability.
Large South Australian aged care provider, Resthaven, has
worked with TRI on earlier research and was pleased to be
involved in testing the scorecard.
Chief Executive Officer Darren Birbeck, explains, ‘‘Resthaven
commenced its involvement in the testing of the Resilience
Scorecard during 2017.
“The process not only helped to raise discussions around
preparedness activities and understanding of the risks that could
impact our residential aged care homes, it also facilitated the
education and sharing of information relating to the sites, and
identified gaps in engagement with site teams.
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“At the Resthaven Leabrook residential site, a risk was identified
during the completion of the Scorecard, which was able to be
actioned.”
“Completing the exercise is more important than the actual
score,” says Professor Arbon. “The process brings teams
together to build understanding, connect and agree on priorities,
and this forms the foundation of resilience.”
The project was funded by the National Disaster Resilience
Program (NDRP), the South Australian and Australian
Governments, and supported by Aged and Community Services
Australia.
Users can also download the Guide for Generator Installation,
which builds resilience against power outages and provide basic
guidance and considerations when selecting appropriate power
generators for sites.
With 2020 almost in our rear-view mirror, resilience certainly
stands out as a concept whose time has come, and the age
services industry as a community where its application is
essential.
Torrens Resilience Institute, Flinders University.

For more information visit www.flinders.edu.au/torrensresilience-institute

To download the toolkit visit www.flinders.edu.au/torrensresilience-institute/resources
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NEW

RESOURCE® ULTRA,
a new addition to the clear,
fruit flavoured beverage range

HIGH PROTEIN
100% whey protein
14g per serve
(highest in its category)*

ENERGY
300 kcal per serve

FRUIT FLAVOURS
Apple and Orange

Optimising compliance by providing a refreshing, clear fruit
flavoured option without compromising on protein quantity
RESOURCE® ULTRA, together with the current
Fruit Flavoured Beverage range provide greater
flexibility and choice in protein and calorie delivery
Average quantity per 237mL serve
• Energy 250 kcal • Protein 9g • Fat 0g

* RESOURCE® ULTRA contains the highest amount of protein per serve, compared to other clear fluid oral nutritional supplements available in
Australia, April 2020, based on label nutrition information.
RESOURCE® ULTRA is a food for special medical purposes specifically formulated for medical conditions where nutritional needs cannot be
met through diet modification alone. Must be used under medical supervision.
® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. Nestlé Healthcare Nutrition, a division of Nestlé Australia Ltd,
8 Nexus Court, Mulgrave VIC 3170, Australia. For more information call 1800 671 628 or visit www.nestlehealthscience.com.au

Information for healthcare professional use only.
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AUSTRALIA’S FIRST
DEMENTIA VILLAGE OPENS
The $25 million village is now home to 96 people living with dementia in Tasmania.

K

orongee, an innovative village pioneering a new
approach to caring for people living with dementia,
has opened in Tasmania.

The village has been developed through a partnership
between HESTA, not-for-profit aged care provider Glenview,
and Social Ventures Australia (SVA).

An architect’s drawing depicting an aerial view of the village which
will accommodate up to 96 residents
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HESTA has invested $19 million through its Social Impact
Investment Trust to finance Korongee. Investments in the Trust
aim to earn a market-based return for members and achieve a
measurable social impact.

ACHIEVING AN AMAZING AGEING EXPERIENCE

Dementia care needs

The village includes a cafe, a hairdresser and a

Dementia is the second leading cause of death of Australians,
and there are currently approximately 459,000 Australians living
with dementia.

general store (pictured on right).

The opening of Korongee represents a significant milestone for
dementia care in Australia and will help residents maintain a
sense of self, home and community.
“This world class facility is a huge step forward for dementia
care in this country and puts Australia and Tasmania at the
forefront of a global push to improve the quality of life of those
living with dementia,” says HESTA CEO Debby Blakey.
“There’s an estimated 250 people per day joining the
dementia population, and that number is expected to increase
significantly into the future, so from our point of view we see
tremendous demand for solutions like Korongee,”

Research-led design

The Korongee village design features 12 houses in four cul-desacs. Each house is a different colour with a uniquely painted
door, with memory boxes to showcase familiar items located
outside each resident’s bedroom door.
There’s also a community centre, gardens, a general store, café
and wellness centre which have all been informed by extensive
research on best-practice models of dementia care.
The 96 residents of Korongee live in households of
eight as research shows small household living
is familiar and more pleasant for people with
dementia than traditional large aged care
homes. Residents are matched according
to their values using a typology system
developed by researchers at the
University of Tasmania.

A commitment to investing with impact

HESTA launched the Impact Investing Trust with an initial
$30 million in 2015, at the time one of the biggest single
commitments by a superannuation fund to the Australian
market.
HESTA has since grown its commitment to $70 million, with
the Trust aiming to catalyse the development of the Australian
impact investment market.
HESTA has invested in a range of projects which focus on
core social issues in Australia including social, affordable and
disability housing and employment for those experiencing
disadvantage.
The Trust looks to encourage other institutional investors to
make their own impact investments by demonstrating a proven
track record of scalable investments.
“We hope our investment in important projects like Korongee
encourages other large investors to contribute to Australia’s
impact investment market,” says Debby.
“This will make a huge difference in how we address significant
social challenges like dementia and also helps create jobs
and opportunities for our members who work in health and
community services.” ■
For more information visit www.hesta.com.au/impact
Issued by H.E.S.T. Australia Ltd ABN 66 006 818 695 AFSL 235249, the Trustee
of Health Employees Superannuation Trust Australia (HESTA) ABN 64 971 749
321.
This information is of a general nature. It does not take into account your
objectives, financial situation or specific needs so you should look at your own
financial position and requirements before making a decision. You may wish
to consult an adviser when doing this. Before making a decision about
HESTA products you should read the relevant product disclosure
statement (call 1800 813 327 or visit hesta.com.au for a copy), and
consider any relevant risks (hesta.com.au/understandingrisk).
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19
ON WORKFORCE

AND HOW YOU CAN WELCOME THE CHANGE

C

OVID-19 has been the topic of discussion for the
previous six months and will continue to be for
the foreseeable future. The continual impact, and
aftermath, of the global pandemic has inspired
passionate discussions regarding the potentially drastic
collateral damage on our newly virtual world and workforce.
Depending on who you speak to, and which industry you zoom
on, you’ll receive different perspectives about the cultural
environment of a virtual workforce. The undoubtable truth is
every workforce has been affected. While this is out of our
control, it is well within our control to welcome change, adapt,
and form new business strategies based on your business’
foundation beliefs and core values.
Alongside turning all operations virtual, companies must also
implement strategies to overcome the challenge of maintaining
workplace culture while having a remote workforce.
Although the global pandemic has inspired fear and
disorientated the world as we know it, if any light has come from
COVID-19, it’s the strength offered by a caring community.
Individuals have prioritised helping friends, family and even
strangers. Human beings supporting other human beings; youth
taking responsibility and aiding older people with their groceries;
businesses offering products and services for free to reduce
financial burdens.
When the global pandemic hit, it hit hard, and while global
economies may be struggling, global communities are thriving.
This pandemic has re-aligned our priorities and exposed the
power nested in a strong community. This same collaboration
and supportive culture must be expressed in the workforce.
It’s no secret that there’s an abundance of individuals who have
lost their jobs due to many industries being heavily impacted
by current regulations. This causes workplace fear, tension and
negative impacts on employee wellbeing.
I was interviewed, hired and onboarded during COVID-19. I
didn’t meet any of my team in person and wasn’t introduced
to the company values or morals that you learn when working
at the office. During the first two weeks or so of my new
position I struggled to adjust to my role and understand my
responsibilities, which exaggerated the effects of being in
isolation. There was uncertainty regarding my position, and
my company, and if it wasn’t for the constant support and
consideration of my (virtual) colleagues, my struggles might have
manifested into detrimental outcomes.
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Alongside rising unemployment statistics, we’ve also seen
increasing mental health issues, which explicitly pinpoints
the importance of feeling connected to others. As work is a
significant part of every individual’s life, the same conclusions
can be made about workplace culture. This is where HR,
managers and executives must step up and form strategies and
tactics to adapt to the changing workforce.
Employee experience is the crux of ensuring business success
and will be the determining factor of remaining afloat until the
(unknown) end of the pandemic. Collaboration is crucial, in a
time where everyone is isolated and distancing themselves,
it’s important we remember we’re in this together. Reach out
to others, implement strategies that encourage participation
and build a community. We’re living in a virtual world, so take
advantage of the unlimited potential sourced from the black hole
that we call the Internet and utilise the tools that enable you to
build a community.
Ensuring employee wellbeing is a core value found in the heart
of my company. Creating a work family, acknowledging each
individual’s value and providing constant support is the focus
of our business. This continuous commitment has provided
comfort and exhilaration and is what every business needs to
focus on. Not only do we need contentment in our personal life,
but it must be present in our professional life.
Workplace culture may be hard to monitor while living in a virtual
world, but it’s not difficult to attain if the correct measures are in
place, such as instilling values and encouraging all involved to
portray the same values. The values that put people first and the
company second. I can assure you if we’re going to overcome
all obstacles thrown at us in 2020, we must build strong
foundations together. ■
Cassandra Diamantis is Marketing Specialist, MyRecruitment+.
For more information visit www.myrecruitmentplus.com

The design charrette challenged designers, planners and seniors to rethink the
future of community living.
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INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY

OUR COVID-19 RESPONSE

TIPS TO HELP YOU SURVIVE AN OUTBREAK

S

ince the first severe outbreak in Australia with Dorothy
Henderson Lodge in New South Wales in March,
Healthcare Australia has been on the ground providing
clinical support. Our involvement has been extensive,
from our labour hire divisions backfilling facilities and hospitals,
our partnership with the Commonwealth to assist with surge
staffing, through to the provision of an entire health staffing
model through NSW for hotel quarantine.

2. Plan, plan, plan!

Our COVID Response Team has been called upon consistently
for our clinical operations and governance expertise, with
growing requirements to extend this further into Infection
Prevention & Control (IPC) consultation in the aged care
environments.

Infection prevention protocols have never been more important
than they are today. Make sure everyone in your team is aware
of processes. The focus in all of this is to ensure resident and
staff safety. A fundamental element of a COVID-19 response
is a COVID Safe Plan ready, so when things happen you are
poised to act fast and ‘stop the spread’.

The team has grown and developed over the last few months.
Our initial response teams focused on clinical governance
of processes and procedures to now comprising operational
management and infection control experts within COVID
environments.
Our IPC specialists have been engaged with NSW hotel
quarantine as well as with aged care facilities across NSW, as
well as Victoria.
What we have learnt is that the basics in most facilities were
not in place when an outbreak hit. Facilities were not prepared,
and staff were not trained or ready to act. This compounded
with facilities feeling extremely overwhelmed and in crisis
management.
It is clear that IPC teams need to be engaged with facilities as
a preventative measure, not a crisis management measure. We
recommend not waiting until an outbreak occurs but to engage
a team of specialists to work with you now in setting up and
establishing clear and concise plans.

Real life, actionable tips to manage
outbreaks
1. Communication is key!
Never underestimate the importance of clear, direct
and concise communication when it comes to disaster
preparedness. We have found that the cases that pull through
have had clear and regular communication. This approach
should be focused on teams and families. Communications
to your team ensure everyone is across what’s happening and
what needs to happen. We recommend having a dedicated
family liaison who is tasked with weekly updates when you’re
amid an outbreak.
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Plan for things to go wrong, plan for your facility to be the next
cautionary tale. Ensure you have the right clinical support, a
healthy workforce and an abundance of PPE. In the planning
stage, make sure you have relevant signage and your team is
aware of where it is stored.
3. Prepare your team.

4.PPE, and how to Don/Doff (it should be a competency).
In most cases we have been involved in, we have been the
trainers of how to handle PPE. It’s helpful to have regular PPE
training sessions, like CPR and Manual Handling, keeping in
mind that most staff members will not have used PPE before.
This will help save valuable time when or if you need it.
5. Plan Z: contingent staffing.
Make sure you have your contingent workforce sorted. While
it can be a more expensive option, having a relationship with
an agency has saved our clients through COVID-19 and the
traditional gastro and flu outbreaks in past years. It’s important
to engage with an agency or workforce provider that you trust
in compliance and readiness.
We are proud of our work to support the age services industry,
particularly during this challenging time, and look forward to
assisting your facility with our 24/7 concierge service.
We’re with you and here for you. ■
Hammish Manning and Brooke Moricz, Healthcare Australia.
For more information visit www.healthcareaustralia.com.au

Team meetings may look a little different now, but Healthcare Australia loves
being able to keep older Australians safe.

ADVERTORIAL

AGED CARE FACILITIES ARE JOINING THE
ENRICH360® CIRCULAR COMMUNITY

A

ged Care facilities of all sizes across Australia are
joining the enrich360® Circular Community – both
large and small aged care homes and hospitals
are loving using enrich360® bio-dehydrators. The
enrich360 range starts with processing capacity of 22kg per
load twice a day and goes right up to 1.1 tonne per day – there
is a size to suit every organisation. enrich360 also provide all
the support you need to get up and running and to keep going
and can also collect the fertiliser outputs and get it back to
their farm partners to help grow more food creating a circular
economy. Some enrich360 members use the fertiliser on their
own grounds or bag and sell for charity.

The unit installed at Benton’s Lodge processes can handle
two loads per day and up to 33kg per load of food waste and
compostable items every day and the fertiliser output from
the machine is used on a nearby farm and pure distilled waste
water output is safely drained away but could also be captured
for watering gardens.
enrich360® machinery is available to purchase, rent and rent
to own and is suitable for the smallest Aged Care facility right
through to the largest of facilities.
For further details contact enrich360® for a free, no obligation
‘Zoom’ Waste Assessment by visiting us at:
www.enrich360.com.au

The CEO of enrich360, Dean Turner, talks passionately about
the successful implementations across aged care including
in conjunction with the Bega Valley Shire Council; and with
Autumn Aged Care’s Benton’s Lodge facility in Mornington, in
Victoria, where an enrich360® E33M food waste bio-dehydrator
was installed just over a year ago. Mr Turner says, “It has been
a wonderful partnership with the Autumn Aged Care team, their
Executive Chef and her team are passionate about keeping
their food waste to a minimum, but their unavoidable kitchen
waste and plate scrapings all end up getting made into fertiliser
which they are very happy about”

Everyday, up to 200g of food waste per resident goes to landfill
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GOVERNING WITH RESILIENCE

GOOD GOVERNANCE AND GOOD AGEING GO
HAND-IN-HAND

E

veryone deserves an amazing ageing experience,
in particular all those who make up the aged care
community, our ageing clients and their family carers
and communities, executives, staff, volunteers, key
stakeholders and directors of the many organisations’ boards.
Governing bodies, as they are required to show leadership for
strategy and oversight of risk, are therefore a crucial member of
this community.
The Governance Evaluator has identified that there is a
correlation between strong effective governance of aged care
services and positive ageing outcomes.
Many high functioning boards define good governance as
being skilled and experienced at governing with resilience.
They describe resilience as the capacity to learn, cope, adapt
and transform in the face of everyday events as well as shocks
and stresses.
Governing with resilience has never been more important
than in these COVID-19 times as aged care boards and
management deal with a delicate balance between public
scrutiny and managing media, as well as a balancing act
between safety, care and sustainability, and managing risk with
limited resources and staff.
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However, they have the added stress of pre-existing challenges
in relation to workforce, sustainability and funding, quality and
safety, and sustainable effective governance.
All of this has acted as an accelerator for the issues that
already exist. When people in aged care are not experiencing
positive ageing, directors are also having a poor experience in
their roles. Directors’ disengagement is contributing to poor
governance due to ineffective director capabilities. This further
impacts on a whole board’s capacity to govern effectively.
Over the last five years the Governance Evaluator has collected
over 480 individual board governance evaluations conducted by
over 5,000 directors. This powerful data has provided insights
into the governance journey for boards. Overall, it has highlighted
that ongoing evaluation and development leads to improved
governance capabilities and ultimately to resilient governance.
With continuous review and development, the crucial elements
of governance can improve over time, and this improvement
at an elemental level can lead to overall improvement in
governance and the beginning of resilience.
Directors who have evaluated for more than three years
describe themselves as now being resilient. This means they
are more discerning and able to have strong conversations
about risk without offence; they understand the difference
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between being strategic and operational; and they have formed
productive partnerships with executives. They have also
developed a strong culture of governance, continuous review
and development.
In working with our aged care boards to create a strong culture
for resilient governance, and therefore a positive ageing
experience for their communities, boards can be guided by five
simple principles.

The five principles of good governance
1.Commit to continuous governance review and development
for the Board and Individual Directors
The board must lead an organisational culture for continuous
review and development. This includes an annual review and
development of both the corporate and aged care governance
responsibilities and skills relating to the whole board and
individual directors. Doing so will lead to better assured,
engaged and satisfied directors.
2. Be an owl and a sparrow
Directors should occupy dual roles. They need to get into the
weeds, but not get stuck. This means that they need to have a
clear understanding of the daily risks while adapting to build for

OUTSOURCE
YOUR PAYROLL
It pays to be
with LASA

tomorrow. This is the delicate balance between being strategic
and having oversight for and being assured of operational risks.
3. Collaborate with all key stakeholders
Ensuring the voice of the consumer and key stakeholders of
the aged care community are heard at the board room table is
essential for leading client focused safe and quality services.
Regular ongoing collaboration with all stakeholders for
understanding strategic requirements and implementation of a
successful strategy is key.
4. Engage with staff in a knowing, supportive, transparent and
honest way
It’s important for leaders not to panic or catastrophise, Leaders
need to be ‘present’.
5. Have strong conversations—don’t offend or take offense
Directors and executives need to have strong conversations about
risks and their status without taking it personally. They need to be
more discerning. This means never assume anything, being open
to possibilities, never stop asking questions and don’t blame and
get stuck, you must learn to ‘unlearn’ and move on. ■
Fi Mercer is CEO and Founder, Governance Evaluator.

For more information visit www.governanceevaluator.com

Are your staff paid for all the hours worked?
Are they receiving the correct penalty rates, overtime
and weekend hours? Do pay rates reflect the latest
changes to awards or national minimum rates?
It’s important to understand how awards and enterprise
agreements apply to your business, and make sure
your staff are paid the right amount at the right time.
LASA can help lighten your payroll burden ensuring
you have more time for client care, while reducing
your overheads.
We’ve been delivering payroll services for aged care
organisations for over 20 years. Our team understands
modern and older awards as well as the many varied
enterprise agreements.
We offer professional, cost-effective and accurate payroll
processing and comprehensive reporting for each pay
cycle, each month and at end-of-year.

Make payroll fast, efficient and easy.
Your staff will love you for it.
Call LASA today to find out how
we can help you!
1300 111 636
payroll@lasa.asn.au
www.lasa.asn.au
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WORLD LEADING
HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

CLEANING VS. SANITISING VS. DISINFECTING
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought
about a new standard for Aged Care
facilities. As the world recovers facilities
need to protect staff, residents and
visitors during and after reopening.

CLEANING VS. SANITISING
VS. DISINFECTING

Though these words are often used
interchangeably, there are important
differences between cleaning, sanitising,
and disinfecting.:
•

Cleaning removes soil from a
surface but makes no specific
claims about killing disease causing
organisms. Cleaning assumes
that the process will remove many
of the organisms on the surface
but assumes small numbers of
organisms after cleaning would be
acceptable.

•

Sanitising kills surface bacteria to
help ensure that there are very low
levels of disease-causing bacteria
left on surfaces but makes no claims
about fungi or viruses.

•

Disinfecting has the power to kill
bacteria and fungi and inactivates
viruses and at a much higher level
than sanitising. Sanitising provides
a 3-log reduction to bacteria
and disinfecting provides a 6-log
reduction, with each log being a
factor of 10.

Anytime there is visible or “gross soil”
on a surface, it must first be cleaned
before disinfecting or sanitising. When
disinfecting a surface, you can use a
disinfectant to clean, but must apply it
twice, first to clean and then to disinfect.
Using a disinfectant that has been
through a standardised test method
allows you to clean and disinfect in
one step when there is no visible soil
on the surface and when allowed by
the product label. Check the product
label to confirm it is a one-step process.
The same considerations also apply to
sanitising non-food contact surfaces.
Concentrates or ready to use
disinfectants and sanitisers require a
minimum concentration and contact
time in order to be effective against
the targeted microorganisms; check
your product label use directions for this
information. Knowing the nuances of
how a certain product should be used
to achieve a desired outcome is key to
optimising the performance of sanitisers
and disinfectants.

DIVERSEY BEST PRACTICES

When choosing a disinfectant, there are
a number of features to consider:
• Check the product is approved
for the pathogens of concern. For
COVID-19, look for disinfectants
that can be used against COVID-19
listed in the Australian Register of
Therapeutic Goods (ARTG) for legal
supply in Australia.

•

•

•

Purchase a one-step disinfectant
with a shorter contact time –
preferably five minutes or less.
Cleaning and disinfecting in one
step will accomplish your goal
without sacrificing performance and
a short contact time helps ensure
the product is used in compliance.
Look for a product range that offers
solutions in wipe, concentrate and
ready-to-use formats to meet a
variety of needs. Not all product
forms are appropriate for all
situations. Having flexibility in how
the product is applied is important.
The best products are gentle on
skin and surfaces while tough on
pathogens. Look for products with
accelerated hydrogen peroxide that
offer high efficacy and low toxicity.

CLEANING IN A NEW WORLD

Staff need to know how to properly
clean, sanitise and disinfect surfaces,
especially during and after the
pandemic. When in the market for
disinfectants, pick a product that is fastacting, effective, and less likely to cause
irritation and surface damage.
If you have questions about any
aspect of Diversey Australia’s hygiene
programs, services, products or Infection
Prevention visit our website at
diverseyvericlean.com or call
1800 647 779 to speak to our friendly
Customer Service to and find out more.

10 Disinfectants APPROVED to kill SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus)*
Oxivir Tb Wipes, Oxivir Tb, Oxivir Five 16, Virex II, Taskforce J-Fill, Taskforce, Shield Citrus & Spectrum.

Kills

SARS-CoV-2

(COVID-19
virus)

W4

Taskforce

D1
W9

Taskforce J-Fill™

Commercial Grade Disinfectant
Cleaner

Commercial Grade Disinfectant

Active Ingredient: Benzalkonium chloride 1.5%w/w.
Taskforce is a cleaner and disinfectant for use on all washroom
hard surfaces. Taskforce provides a disinfecting action on both
hard and semi porous surfaces when used as directed, as well as
providing cleaning power.

Cleaner
Active Ingredient: Benzalkonium Chloride 19.2%w/w.
Taskforce J-Fill is a cleaner and disinfectant
for use on all washroom hard surfaces.
Taskforce J-Fill provides a disinfecting action
on hard surfaces when used as directed, as
well as providing cleaning power. Taskforce
J-Fill leaves a pleasant long lasting fragrance
for just cleaned freshness.

Kills SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus).

Kills SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19 virus).

NET:

5L

SKU:

5687614

NET:

2.5L

390000222 Taskforce W4 AU | 5L FRONT | v03.indd 1

Diversey 072

BLACK

SKU:

HH15425
390000942

390000222

17/10/18 5:09 pm

PMS 2603

Diversey 072

BLACK

390000942 Taskforce J-Fill W9 AU | 2.5L FRONT | v06.indd 1

PMS 2603

24/10/19 5:13 pm

*ARTG 334780(Taskforce J-Fill), ARTG 153031(Virex II , J-flex/J-fill), ARTG 338310(Spectrum), ARTG 338290(Taskforce), ARTG 338592(Oxivir Tb Wipes
Class llB), ARTG 164850 (Oxivir Tb Wipes), ARTG 286618 and ARTG 339807 (Oxivir Five 16), ARTG 339933(Shield Citrus) ARTG165058 (Oxivir Tb RTU).

Customer Service: 1800 647 779

diverseyvericlean.com
Diversey Australia - 29 Chifley St, Smithfield NSW 2164 Australia

DISCLAIMER: Please check local regulations and guidelines for any references provided. These materials are provided for general information purposes only and do not replace each user’s responsibility to assess the op-

64erational, legal and other requirements applicable to each facility. Confidential information, may not be copied or distributed without prior written permission of Diversey. © 2020 Diversey, Inc. All Rights Reserved. *ARTG
registered List 25 July 2020. https://www.tga.gov.au/disinfectants-use-against-covid-19-artg-legal-supply-australia. Always read the label and product information before use. ABN: 92 080 527 117
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DIRECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES:
UNDERSTANDING DIGNITY AND CHOICE

The older person’s dignity and choice is a right not a privilege.

U

nderstanding the older person’s right to dignity and
choice is not only a significant regulatory requirement,
it is a belief that fundamentally shapes the behaviours
within aged care organisations. More broadly, it is
about how we enable older Australians to live their best life.
Dignity and choice is the cornerstone of compliance. This is the
most significant change in the Aged Care Quality Standards
since their implementation in July 2019. When dignity and
choice is a priority in the operations of a residential aged care
home, it is reflected in the organisation’s culture.
It can be felt in every aspect of the home from the way the
laundry staff, housekeeping and hospitality staff work to how
the senior managers run a meeting. Where there is dignity and
choice, there is a vitality and strong sense of purpose that
pervades the experience of both living in the home and coming
to work.
Culture is set by leadership. An important question must be
asked: How do the boards of Approved Providers ensure
dignity and choice is upheld? Regardless of the speciality area,
the law requires all board directors to understand all aspects
of governance and to be familiar with the organisation’s highlevel operations. Importantly, they must satisfy themselves with
their own independent judgement concerning the information
distilled around the board table.
It is impossible to govern what is not known. Ultimately a
service that embodies an ethos of being a partner in care and
supporting older people (and their Substitute Decision-Maker)
will ensure that dignity and choice is central to the attitudes
and behaviours, and the hearts and minds, of all who are
working in the service.
There are many ways that directors can increase their
knowledge and engage in the service beyond the board
meeting and contribute more meaningfully in building the
culture.

Eight tips to help directors support the
dignity and choices of older people

1. Model the behaviour you expect of the people who work in
the service. Show by doing.
2. Recruit the right management team. Ensure that any new
recruits are culturally aligned to the organisation and are
appropriately onboarded.

3. Ensure
	
older people are involved in management meetings
and their views are sought in a variety of ways. This includes
integrating their feedback in the service operations. (more
information on this point is available in the article Partnering
in Care – 9 Activation Tips)
4. O
 bserve leadership meetings. Within the agenda, consider
what priority is given to client’s feedback about the service.
Do representatives from the service actively participate? Do
the management team know all the older people by name in
their service?
5. G
 et to know the older people in your service. Sit down for a
meal together on a regular basis. Ask about their day.
6. Interact with the staff and ask for feedback. Understand
what they know about the older person including any
preferences they support. A gap in knowledge about
consumer preferences may be an indicator of service
deficiencies. It may also be an area of risk. The relationship
between the care worker and the older person directly
influences the older person’s sense of wellbeing.
7. U
 nderstand the aged care regulatory framework and
director’s obligations. An informed board recognises the
importance of delegation and accountability.
8. R
 eview how board documentation measures and reports
against Aged Care Quality Standard 1 ‘Consumer dignity
and choice’. This may be in the form of regular surveys,
complaint and feedback themes and solutions, and
summaries of engagement activities. ■
Dr Maggie Haertsch is Specialist Consultant and Cynthia
Payne is Managing Director, Anchor Excellence.
For more information visit www.anchorexcellence.com
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COVID-19 IS CREATING
‘THE NEW NORM’
AND PROVIDERS
NEED TO ACT NOW
INVESTING IN
I.T. CAN HELP

W

e are constantly hearing the words ‘the new norm’
in relation to how our lives have changed due to
COVID-19, and the vision of what life will be like
after the epidemic has passed. While the rest of
society may, over considerable time, revert back to something
resembling our former reality, there can be no doubt that such
a reversion awaits neither the aged care nor the disability
sectors. There will be new norms—and IT will be integral to
implementing them successfully.
Historic government responses to crisis in aged care indicate
that providers can expect increasingly stringent protection and
compliance requirements, together with a modest response to
calls for funding support. On a positive note, such measures
are designed to protect vulnerable residents, consumers,
visitors, contractors, staff and the broader community. For
providers though, punitive measures for non-compliance will
undoubtedly follow.
To comply, providers may be required to:
•

increase staff numbers and levels of supervision

•

demonstrate greater accountability involving more
documentation, reporting, training and inoculations

•

revise policies, protocols and procedures
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It will be hard, but there is no getting away from the fact that
these changes are coming and an action plan will be essential.

What can providers do right now?
Initial steps for providers can include:
•

Redefining service models and existing infrastructure where
possible

•

Ensuring staff have a clear understanding of the system and
the importance of correct and complete documentation and
data entry

•

Maximising sources of approved and voluntary revenue to
strengthen the balance sheet

•

Training and upskilling staff to improve safe care and
infection control practices

What can IT do?

The industry needs to constantly review its business model, but
never more than now given the obvious additional requirements
that will flow in ‘the new norm’.
Providers need to ensure their IT systems are being proactively
restructured to facilitate the inclusion of inevitable new
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protection and compliance requirements in the delivery of
quality, affordable services, and in the reporting and claiming
processes.
Staff and IT need to work together to streamline processes, so
that the required outcomes of better compliance reporting and
maximum revenue generation can be achieved within budget
constraints. Effective and ongoing staff training in software
changes and auditing processes will be essential to the
success of this collaboration.

The broader context

In ‘the new norm’ providers will want to know what level of
funding support they can realistically expect in order to provide
these essential protections, and will they be able to charge
consumers more to cover inevitable cost blowouts and remain
viable?
Providers need to fully engage with their local political
representatives and industry associations to ensure that they
have adequate representation in the upcoming discussions and
negotiations over funding and requirement changes.

Engaging with industry colleagues, consultants and advisors,
as well as legal and financial representatives, will be essential
if individual and collective representation is to be well
researched, thought out, prepared and costed.
The solution the industry is looking for will not be delivered
on a platter. In fact, the probable solution offered may have
significant shortcomings. So, unless individual providers take
action—plan, implement, participate and collaborate—the
outcome for the industry could well be ‘the new norm’ it neither
wants nor needs.
e-Tools stands ready to help your organisation adapt to the
changes ahead, including the electronic HR Management (eHRM)
software application that enables you to store staff related
COVID-19 information relevant to the current pandemic. ■
David Powis is Managing Director, e-Tools Software Pty Ltd.
For more information visit www.e-tools.com.au
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SMART TECHNOLOGY

FOR LIFE SAFETY AND SECURITY
Integrating meaningful solutions and the importance of choosing your partner before you choose
your product.
Sam Lofts has over
15 years’ experience
delivering meaningful
life safety and security
solutions to the age
services industry.

Y

ou’ve probably heard the term ‘smart technology’,
but what does it really mean? Put simply, smart
technology improves user experience by harnessing
the power of remote and internet connectivity,
automation, customisation, analytics, networking or
geotagging.
Now more than ever, aged services are looking for ways to
increase customer care, safety, governance, and accountability.
The challenges arising from the Royal Commission and
the ongoing COVID-19 crisis are looming large, and smart
technology is poised to provide significant solutions in this
space.
Boosting remote and touchless connectivity in response
to COVID-19; strengthening the safety of our elderly, care
workers, and assets; centralising systems to increase
productivity and enhance user experience; automating alerts
to streamline operational efficiencies; developing analytics
to improve accuracy and governance; customising data
parameters to create tailored care plans. The opportunities are
endless.
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The biggest challenge faced by decision makers is how
to ensure an investment in smart technology will lead to
meaningful outcomes, not least within life safety and security.
These domains are frequently seen as lacking assimilation with
other areas but are in fact experiencing a rapid acceleration of
applications and connectivity, alongside a dizzying saturation
of new products and suppliers.
There’s no doubt aged care managers now have more choice.
But do they have the knowledge and experience to identify
complimentary and life-enhancing solutions, or the most
effective and agile providers? Do they have the resources
and expertise to critically assess product limitations and
avoid being locked in with inexperienced, inflexible dealers or
mismatched, poorly connected systems?
This is where integration comes in. An experienced technology
partner specialises in pinpointing a client’s needs, helping
them to sort through the overwhelming range of options, and
narrowing down to a multi-faceted, integrated approach that
will make a tangible difference.
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Blueforce is a leading integrator of life safety, security and
connectivity solutions for age services. Using the latest IP
technology along with fibre, 4G and NBN networks, Blueforce’s
brand new 24-hour monitoring centre has also tailored their
New-Zealand designed monitoring platform to offer clients
clever API integrations, custom live reports and audit trails, to
revolutionise operations and customer care.
Smart technology is essential within high care facilities such as
dementia wards, with sophisticated optical sensors, touchless
access control, thermal screening and facial recognition
emerging in this space. Backed by fibre networks and overlaid
with state-of-the-art behavourial analytics, these systems
synchronise to identify wandering patients, resident falls and
other risks. Automated live reporting, trend analysis and smart
alerts provide filtered data, enabling staff to spend less time
behind a desk and more time providing care.
Seniors living independently at home can likewise be
empowered, by combining advanced PERS technology with
smart sensors. An artificial intelligence platform passively
learns the regular patterns of their everyday life and raises
alerts to emergency monitoring services or nominated family
and carers when irregularities are detected. Active users can
even venture beyond home with confidence, with mPERS
solutions such as Blueassist GO harnessing nationwide
cellular coverage and geotagging to provide emergency help

protection, whether they are nipping to the shops, holidaying
away from home, going for a walk, or fixing a paddock fence.
Staff safety is another major focus, such as in the case of a
lone worker with a health condition. Acting as both a welfare
check and duress system, a Bluetooth pendant connects
to their mobile device, prompting them to press their
pendant every two hours, or if in distress. GPS coordinates
are automatically bundled and sent via cellular network to
Blueforce’s monitoring centre, where missed welfare checks
and duress alarms are escalated.
In each of these examples, warning signs are automatically
picked up early, preventing health decline and the escalation
of existing concerns; relationships are facilitated between
residents and care providers, workers and management; and
valuable data is made available for continual improvement of
care and operations.
The age services industry is ready to address the challenges
of the Aged Care Royal Commission and the post-COVID-19
world. The next step is to adopt technologies which will
genuinely benefit our elderly and the dedicated staff who
support them. Choosing your partner before you choose your
product will ensure this next step is in the right direction. ■
Sam Lofts is Sales Manager, Blueforce.

For more information visit www.blueforce.com.au

Together we can keep
older Australians
Safe!

UVC
Ultraviolet
destroys viruses,
mould, bacteria
& fungus

Germicidal UVC ensures
your AC system is part of the
solution, not the problem

cleanairaust.com.au

Kill 99% of microbes in your AC system with Germicidal UVC
CORONAVIRUS – 0.05%
chance survival after 1 pass
Coils before and after
Germicidal UVC

Reduce occupant sickness

For Infection Control & Duct
Cleaning get in touch today

Stop Airbourne infections
ENERGY
RATING

Increase energy efficiency

07 3274 2833

sales@cleanairaust.com.au
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MADDOCKS GARDENS AGED CARE
FACILITY PAVES THE WAY FOR
HANDS-FREE COMMUNICATION

A

USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE SECURITY
AND REDUCE RISK OF INFECTION

round the world, workplace violence in healthcare
environments is on the rise. In an effort to protect
patients, visitors and staff, Bairnsdale Regional
Health Service (BHRS) was looking for a way to
upgrade their security system, improve communication and
speed up security response times.
This led to a hands-free solution from Vocera that is generating
significant benefits across the hospital, which typically has
20,000 people go through its emergency department every year.
Peter Binding, ICT Manager for BHRS, explained that they have
been using Vocera primarily as a communications tool but are
now integrating it more closely with their existing security system.
“Throughout the hospital and at nursing stations we have quite
a few fixed and portable duress buttons which are monitored
by an external company.
“Our staff pushes a button and the external company is
notified, then they make a phone call to get our code grey
process initiated which of course takes a minute or two.
“In an aggressive situation one or two minutes is a long time.
Now we’re integrating it so with a push of a button the Vocera
code grey group is notified.”
BHRS introduced the hands-free Vocera Badge into its
Maddocks Gardens aged care facility last year to an
enthusiastic response from staff. It’s now been extended to the
acute wards in the 68-bed hospital and has become essential
in how BHRS has responded to the COVD-19 pandemic.
Working under tight infection prevention protocols, hospital
staff don’t need to put on or remove their personal protection
equipment (PPE) or cross between COVID-19 protected areas
to communicate with each other. The simple act of removing
PPE can result in self contamination. Therefore, reducing the
number of times a care team member needs to don and doff
PPE, helps reduce the risk of infection and also preserves this
valuable resource.
Peter oversaw the installation of the Vocera Badge in
Maddocks Gardens and is now rolling out the Vocera solution
to most of BHRS acute wards.
“Before we brought on Vocera, using a phone during COVID-19
was an infection prevention nightmare,” he said.
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“Now staff wear the device under their PPE and communicate
hands free. When a clinician is asking for assistance or trying to
call someone, they’re not juggling a device with one hand and
helping a patient with the other.
“Because of COVID-19 we spread out one of our wards so we
could get more single bed rooms, and in doing that, the Vocera
technology has been a huge advantage because we doubled
the area that the staff can cover.
“They can talk to each other much more easily and operate
more efficiently.
“We’ve improved code grey response times and we’re about to
integrate our nurse call system with Vocera—again starting in
aged care and then building it across the acute hospital.”
“Vocera has been a real game-changer,” said Maddocks
Gardens Aged Care Educator Carolyn Morgan. “It saves us a lot
of legwork and allows us to get help quickly when we need it.
“If a patient has a fall or becomes acutely unwell the nurse can
put out a broadcast alert saying they need help, so it saves a
lot of time and helps patient safety.”
The team at BHRS are now looking for ways to integrate the
Vocera communication solution with other operational and
clinical systems. ■
David McLaren is Senior Area Sales Manager, Vocera
Communications.
For more information visit www.vocera.com

Image Two Top: The interior of an AC unit harbouring possible formations of
toxins, bacteria, fungus, pollen, particulate and other bio pollutants.

Need Aged Care
Assistants Fast?
TRAINED SURGE WORKFORCE NOW AVAILABLE

Maintaining a complete and work-ready
workforce during COVID-19 can be a
challenging task.
That’s why Leading Age Services Australia has partnered
with Altura Learning and DASH Group recruitment to
offer the age services industry a trained temporary
surge workforce.
The Aged Care Assistant (ACA) training and placement
program will help your organisation provide safe, high
quality care and services, by linking you with trained
aged care assistants—when and where you need it.

The ACA will work under direct supervision of your staff
and their role can include:
Assistance with meal distribution and preparation
Social assistance and simple recreational activities
Mobilising care recipients and non-intimate hygiene
Assistance with bed making and linen distribution
General administrative duties
All Aged Care Assistants will have had an interview,
personality and aptitude testing, reference checks, a Police
Check and an influenza vaccination. ACA training consists of
21 modules including face-to-face PPE and infection control.

Register today at www.dashgroup.net.au/agedcare

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Dualpak Ready
Meal Trays
Made from pressed paperboard,
the Dualpak tray features natural
insulation properties that will not
crack, even when frozen. Perfect
for preparing, displaying, storing
and heating prepared meals in,
the Dualpak tray is the go-to
choice for makers of good food.
Dualpak packaging options can be
tailored specifically to your cooking
methods and the packaging needs
of your healthcare facility.

Heat Sealable

Request a Demo
A choice of cost effective heat
sealing machinery for Dualpak trays
is also available, from ergonomic
benchtop sealers to inline automatic
models.
Contact your Confoil representative
today for a demonstration of our heat
sealing machinery options.

1308 Sealing Machine

1808 Sealing Machine

Manually-operated, sealing 6-8
trays per minute

Automated system, sealing 27
trays per minute

confoil.com.au
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e: customerservice@confoil.com.au
p: +61 3 8720 1900
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HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP

AGED CARE FACILITIES DURING COVID-19

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact
on older Australians, and aged care organisations have
worked tirelessly to keep residents and staff safe.

Healthcare workers in the age services industry are on
the frontline battling to care for some of the most vulnerable
Australians while risking their own health and wellbeing.
Even if facilities adhere to government guidelines, there are
many challenges to creating a safe environment for staff and
residents.

Visibility of a highly mobile workforce

Aged care staff are often visiting multiple locations on any
given day and are always on the go in the workplace. This
means that they are at high risk of exposure and it is hard to
keep track of where this exposure happens, given their multiple
contact points.

Some organisations are customising the questionnaires for
employees to fill in prior to clocking on, allowing them to attest
to their mental and physical wellbeing. Positive attestations
will then be flagged with management so that an appropriate
action plan can be implemented. Not only is this valuable in
ensuring compliance, but it enables visibility into the health
status of employees.
Employees can also attest to their mental wellbeing and if
they are suffering from fatigue. Positive attestations can then
be flagged with management so that an appropriate action
plan can be implemented. Not only is this valuable in ensuring
compliance, but it enables extra visibility into the health of
employees.

In order to implement effective employee contact tracing,
facilities need to know where staff are at any one time.

When COVID-19 hit, Kronos customer SummitCare recognised
the need to gain greater visibility into employee health status,
and be agile in managing their employees with safety as the
priority. In just a few days, they worked with the Kronos team
to roll out the workforce management technology within all
their facilities, with great success. The speedy inclusion of this
module into their existing workforce management technology
has allowed SummitCare to put safety and compliance first.
They now have a tracking mechanism in place to protect their
staff and residents during the current pandemic.

Many in the industry have turned to workforce management
technology, which enables managers to easily identify when an
employee who has tested positive for COVID-19 has worked
and may have been in contact with other staff or departments.

SummitCare’s Chief Financial Officer Glenn Scott said, “In
order to improve infection control at SummitCare we reached
out to Kronos about making our InTouch clock in/out devices
portable.

Managing aged care workers’ wellbeing

“The Kronos team were extremely helpful and quick to provide
a hardware enhancement that we could install to move our
kiosks to the front of house.

This puts not only the individual at risk but also colleagues and
residents. Given how vulnerable the residents are, aged care
facilities need to respond quickly to any threat or disruption in
operations if a case arises.

The fast-paced nature and high-pressure environment mean
that aged care workers are under a huge amount of stress,
so supporting the personal wellbeing of the workforce is an
important priority.
Staff who feel engaged, valued and supported are more likely
to perform well within their roles and take better care in dealing
with residents and colleagues.
Managers need to recognise the factors that lead to employee
burnout. For example, ensuring staff are taking scheduled
breaks during shifts and that there is an adequate amount of
time between each shift.
With a mobile workforce, it can be hard for managers to check
in on their team’s wellbeing. Employee attestation has for many
years been used for compliance, however many organisations
are starting to use technology to track employee wellbeing and
gain insight into their health status at the same time.

“This swift change means we can leverage our Kronos
solution to ensure the health and safety of our employees and
residents.”
During these challenging and uncertain times, aged care
organisations are working hard to implement effective
measures to protect staff, residents and patients.
To do this effectively, organisations need to leverage
technology to monitor the wellbeing and safety of staff by
managing workloads and overtime, as well as have efficient
and reliable contact tracing processes in place. ■
Darren Kilmartin is Head of Healthcare Services - ANZ & SEA,
Kronos Incorporated.
For more information visit www.kronos.com.au
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FUNDING:

KNOW YOUR OPTIONS, HAVE A PLAN
Now is the time to refresh your funding plan

F

unding and financial sustainability challenges have
been faced by the age services industry for some
time. With the prospect of major reforms arising from
the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and
Safety, residential care providers are now grappling with the
consequences of COVID-19. Now more than ever, it is vital
for providers to have a resilient and flexible capital structure,
strong liquidity position with ready access to a range of funding
options.

With increasing focus on clinical risks and events, there is also
the need for robust clinical governance frameworks, disaster
management plans, and incident management including open
disclosure and real time risk reporting.

Be prepared to outline a clear strategy

Consideration for any new capital expenditure or acquisition
must be reviewed intensely and be clearly linked to financial
forecasts and the funding plan.

The foundation of a strong funding and capital management
plan is a clearly articulated strategic, operational and financial
plan. Lenders and investors will not focus on asset backing
and financial metrics alone. A robust business model is critical
to lenders and investors.
Business model transformation is a key focus. There is a need
for providers to transform their business models, leveraging
technology to deliver quality care and support while supporting
efficiency of service delivery.
With the known challenges in recruiting and retaining aged
care workers, clarity on staffing requirements is integral with
transformation of business models, and identification of
potential new opportunities for workforce recruitment.
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Robust business cases for CAPEX

A number of greenfield and brownfield projects have failed to
deliver the financial outcomes for providers compared to their
original business cases.

It is timely to critically review the full portfolio and look to exit or
reposition any facilities that are non-core or failing to deliver an
appropriate return on capital.

Understand your liquidity needs

With COVID-19, there is increasing pressure on occupancy.
The industry is also experiencing a growing proportion of
residents paying for their residential accommodation using a
Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) rather than a Refundable
Accommodation Deposit (RAD).

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY

A downturn in the housing market as a consequence of
COVID-19 is likely to continue the downward trend of RAD use,
as well as lower the value of RADs.
Providers will need to demonstrate the ability to monitor and
understand payment composition and cash flow needs and the
implications for their funding structure.

Have robust financial forecasts

To access funding, a robust set of financial forecasts is critical.
Providers must have the capability to forecast operational
metrics and show insights into the drivers of financial
performance and the impact of key forecast assumptions such
as occupancy, pricing, costs and capital assumptions.
Financiers and investors will expect you to have the capacity
to model out multiple downside scenarios and their financial
impacts.

There are options, but plan now

There is no doubt the capital markets have become tighter
since COVID-19 and risk margins have increased. But interest
rates are at historic lows, so the ‘all-in’ cost of capital remains
very attractive.
Australia has experienced a large influx of new players into the
private credit market over the past decade. Our expectation

is that while these lenders will be cautious, and eager for a
healthy return, they are under some pressure to deploy their
money. There remains some healthy tension in the market if
you know where to look.
Investors generally still have a favourable outlook for the health
and aged care sector. Real estate investors and Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs) remain keen to deploy capital into
the sector. These capital providers can play an important role
within the capital structure by providing diversity of funding and
by filling the gap between traditional bank debt and equity.
There are myriad of funding options and financiers and
investors active in the market today. These can be structured
to best fit the particular circumstances, based on your risk
profile, size, ownership structure, and growth aspirations.
Whether you’re assessing the merits of recapitalisation, seeking
to structure a plan to present to lenders, or looking for advice on
engaging with the new private credit market, it is important that
you have a robust capital plan in place. This plan needs to cover
the medium term outlook and incorporate all of the alternative
funding solutions that cover multiple scenarios. ■
Scott Mesley is Partner, KPMG Corporate Finance; Nicki Doyle
is Partner, KPMG Health, Ageing and Human Services; and
Jessie Teng is Senior Executive, KPMG Corporate Finance.
For more information visit www.kpmg.com.au

2020 AMH Aged
Care Companion
OUT NOW!
The AMH Aged Care Companion is a
trusted, practical reference for all health
professionals and carers who work with older
people. It contains the latest evidence-based
information on the management of more than 70 conditions
common in older people. The new release includes a number of
changes. Updated topics including behavioural and psychological
symptoms of dementia (BPSD), epilepsy, heart failure, immunisation,
type 2 diabetes and urinary tract infections to name a few.
Available in book or online.
For further information or to purchase go to www.amh.net.au
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NOW IS THE TIME TO UPGRADE YOUR
FINANCE PROCESSES TO BECOME
MORE EFFICIENT
Anticipatory, agile and responsive budget, planning and forecasting processes are vital for
commercial sustainability in these times.

A

ged care providers are being hit with unexpected and
challenging circumstances that are impacting their
ability to deliver effective operational, financial and
quality of care services.

COVID-19, anticipated outcomes from the Aged Care Royal
Commission, plus compliance, funding model and legislation
amendments have amplified a range of considerations for
providers.
These unprecedented changes can significantly impact business
operations, which in turn negatively affect the ability to deliver
quality care outcomes for clients, and commercial sustainability.
The logistics of PPE, additional staffing, and maintaining
currency with changing government advice and regulations
makes it very difficult to be responsive to financial impacts
when the budget, planning and forecasting processes are
manual, non-integrated and labour intensive.
“In these challenging times, it is absolutely vital to have better
forecasting and reforecasting processes to match rapidly

changing budget and planning requirements,” says Darren
Gossling, Managing Partner and CEO of Rohling International.
“Manual, labour intensive and non-integrated systems are
problematic, as they often have data integrity issues and do not
allow for quick and well informed decisions to be made, which
is not only needed in a time of crisis but also to strategically
plan beyond.”
CatholicCare Diocese of Broken Bay (CCDBB) has engaged
Rohling International to transform their budgeting, planning and
forecasting practices to become more efficient and effective.
Using Workday Adaptive Planning, CCDBB is replacing
complex and manual intensive spreadsheets with sophisticated
tools that will give step-wise improvement in managing
budgeting, reporting and operation of the business.
“During COVID-19, a lot of extra pressure has been placed on
CCDBB to manage the challenges on the business much more
responsively,” says Dale Bridle, CFO of CCDBB.

Contracting experts to develop
operational solutions means
providers can focus on quality care.
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“We could see our current budgeting and planning practices
were not fit-for-purpose; the manual nature of our spreadsheetbased processes meant that we were spending a long time on
the spreadsheets themselves, rather than financial analysis. This
meant it took a lot of extra time to reforecast, so the strategic
analysis performed was not as in-depth as we wanted.
“We engaged Rohling International to review our approach and
provide a much more cost-effective solution. They conducted
a discovery engagement, leveraging their planning blueprints,
and developed a proposal for a solution that would improve the
efficiency of our finance processes, and provide much better
tools to our executive team to manage our business.”
CCDBB is a complex organisation that functions across
multiple services, including CHSP, NDIS, childcare and
community care, so Rohling International knew they would
need integrated, cloud-based budget, planning and forecasting
systems to allow information from these services to be
captured and forecasted in one easy to access system.
“We presented CCDBB with a planning model and process that
uses Workday Adaptive Planning.
“Our planning model and solution is flexible, which is
necessary for CCDBB due to their multiple services, and we
felt that Workday Adaptive Planning was the best finance,

budgeting, planning and forecasting system for these
requirements,” says Mr Gossling.
This approach proved a winning formula for CCDBB.
“Rohling International has been very effective in their delivery
engagement, and we are already seeing the opportunity for huge
value from using Rohling International’s team,” says Mr. Bridle.
“Rohling International understands our business very well,
and they have been able to quickly tailor a solution that will be
immediately useful for us, and create a platform that will handle
more complex requirements.
“Rohling International is working with us to develop skills within
CCDBB to enable us to be self-sustainable in the long-term.
Their industry knowledge and experience with our services
coupled with their model and processes have been invaluable.”
Rohling International provides end-to-end solution services,
from planning, to implementation and review. Rohling’s team of
trusted independent advisors specialises in customer-focused
solutions, so service providers can focus on what is most
important—maintaining the service of top-notch customer care
in a changing landscape. ■
Ian Gilmour is Chief Operating Officer, Rohling International.
For more information visit www.rohling.com.au

LASA
MENTORING
PROGRAM
Lead with confidence
Leading Age Services Australia (LASA)—the voice of aged care—is offering the
LASA Mentoring Program to current and emerging leaders in our industry.
Successful applicants will be matched with an industry-experienced Mentor
outside their organisation who will provide one-on-one guidance and support.
“You are never too busy for this mentoring program ... This experience is an
investment in yourself and your organisation as it can make you a different
team member than before.” – Liat Baddock, CEO Care Norfolk Inc
and LASA Mentee

APPLY
NOW
to join
our 2021
program!

Want to find out more?
www.lasa.asn.au/mentoring

Clinical and non-clinical staff are encouraged to apply!

If you’re ready to take the next step in your
career, we would love to support you.
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TRANSFORM
TO GET AHEAD

We can help you improve your business
to become more agile and responsive to
changing situations, so you can stress less
about surviving, and focus on what
matters most: providing top-notch
customer care.

LET US HELP YOU WITH:
• Business and Finance
Strategy & Consulting
• IT Strategy & Consulting
• Solution Delivery

AGED CARE

EXPERTS
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ACCOUNTING FOR RENT CONCESSIONS
IN A COVID-19 ENVIRONMENT
WHAT AASB 16 LEASES CAN MEAN FOR YOU THIS FINANCIAL YEAR

M

any Australian entities will be applying the new
leases standard, AASB 16, for the first time in their
30 June 2020 financial statements. It is unfortunate
timing, to say the least, considering all that has
transpired over the past few months.
Lessors have been offering rent concessions such as rent
reductions, rent holidays and rent deferrals to lessees in
response to current economic conditions, further complicating
lease accounting under a new standard, during a time when
many entities are facing significant challenges.
Luckily for lessees, the Australian Accounting Standards
Board (AASB) has offered some practical relief to simplify the
accounting for changes to lease arrangements that are directly
linked to the pandemic.
This relief will be particularly beneficial to those lessees that
have a large number of leases with a variety of lease terms, and
for which the concessions granted are different.

Lease modification accounting under
AASB 16

Without the relief offered by the AASB, lessees would be required
to assess whether any rent concessions they receive meet the
definition of a ‘lease modification’ under the new leases standard.
A lease modification arises when there is a change in the scope
of, or consideration for, a lease that was not part of the original
terms and conditions of the lease.
Generally speaking, rent reductions and rent holidays would
be lease modifications under the new leases standard. This
means, under the usual requirements of AASB 16, the original
lease would have to be remeasured by:
•

appropriately revising the discount rate;

•

calculating the net present value of the revised future lease
payments using the updated discount rate; and

•

making a corresponding adjustment (decrease) to the rightof-use (ROU) asset for the decrease in the lease liability.
(Where the adjustment is greater than the carrying amount
of the ROU asset, the excess would be recognised as a
gain in profit or loss.)

determine whether such clauses (whether imposed by law or
an agreement) are triggered by COVID-19.

The relief offered

The amendment to AASB 16 essentially eliminates the need, if
a lessee chooses, to determine whether COVID-19 related rent
concessions are lease modifications or not.
Instead, the lessee accounts for the rent concession as if the
change was not a lease modification in accordance with the
requirements of AASB 16 paragraph 38.
This means the change in lease payments is treated as a
variable lease payment in profit or loss in the period in which
the event or condition that triggers those payments occurs.
To be eligible to apply the optional practical expedient, all of
the following conditions need to be met:
•

the revised consideration for the lease is substantially the
same as, or less than, the original consideration;

•

the reduction in lease payments relates to payments
originally due on or before 30 June 2021; and

•

there are no other substantive changes to the terms of the
lease.

With respect to the second dot point above, this implies
that the practical expedient applies to those payments that
are reduced or deferred on or before 30 June 2021 even if
subsequent rental increases extend beyond 30 June 2021.
Lessees that elect to apply the practical expedient must apply
it consistently to all leases with similar characteristics and in
similar circumstances.
No similar relief is provided for lessors. Lessors are required
to continue to assess if the rent concessions are lease
modifications and account for them accordingly. ■
Michael Gummery is Partner, Audit & Assurance, HLB Mann
Judd Advisory and Accounting.
For more information visit www.hlb.com.au

The above remeasurement would entail a substantial amount
of work for lessees. Furthermore, the assessment of whether
changes are in fact lease modifications could be complicated
by force majeure clauses. Judgement may be necessary to
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IMPROVING INFECTION PREVENTION AND
CONTROL A PRIORITY IN AGED CARE
FIVE-YEAR ANALYSIS SHOWS ONLY 1 IN 4 FACILITIES ARE PREPARED

W

e are continually reminded of the importance of
hand hygiene and correct PPE use. In fact, we
are reminded so often that many people assume
that everyone knows the correct way. As we’ve
seen in the news this year, however, those assumptions can be
wrong—and dangerous.

1. Residential equipment

As an infection prevention and control advisory service with
over 25 years’ experience operating in Australia, Bug Control
have performed over 1000 infection prevention and control
(IPC) audits.

2. Cleaning operations

Our in-depth analysis of audits at 188 aged care facilities,
undertaken from 2015 to 2020, supports the growing public
concern that residential aged care facilities are underprepared.
Only 27 per cent of all assessed aged care facilities met with
infection prevention standards.
This relates to all areas where IPC can be an issue for risk of
infection, such as clinical areas and clinical client equipment,
environmental infection control of facilities, and cleaning and
laundry infection control processes.

The seven critical IPC non-compliance areas
Our study shows that over the past five years, the same
areas are consistently underperforming, with more than half
of facilities in the study non-compliant with IPC in resident
equipment, cleaning operations, clinical environment, vaccine
management, clinical practice and laundry/linen management.
These figures are alarming, given our current situation with
COVID-19, and highlight the need to make IPC a priority.

Ranking IPC area
1

Resident equipment

% non-compliant
facilities
84%

2

Cleaning operations

75%

3

Clinical environment

72%

4

Vaccine management

68%

5

Clinical practice

59%

6

Laundry/linen management

58%

7

Hand hygiene

48%

Problem: The cleaning of equipment used by clients is not
undertaken after each use.
Required action: Clean equipment used by clients after each
use.
Problem: Many facilities and contractors are not aware of
the recommended cleaning frequencies required by the 2019
NHMRC Guidelines. The cleaning is not up to standard. There
is no evidence of cleaning and periodic cleaning schedules,
and a minimum of supervision and quality checks.
Required action: Ensure cleaning specifications at a minimum
meet the NHMRC Guidelines. Schedule regular IPC cleaning
audits to guarantee the facility is clean and meets the
Standards and Guidelines. Record last clean dates.
3. Vaccine management
Problem: A lack of understanding of vaccine management
guidelines.
Required action: Understand the concept of ‘Strive for Five’
and management of vaccines in the aged care setting.
While many of these solutions seem common sense, our audit
summary suggests that ‘easy’ or ‘obvious’ is not necessarily
enough to get the job done. Our results suggest that there is a
disconnect between explicit guidelines and execution during
day-to-day facility operations.
If you are worried that this report might describe your facility,
consider reviewing your processes, staff training and priorities,
and ask what needs to change. If you already know what the
problems are, it will benefit you, your facility and your residents
to act sooner rather than later and introduce changes that will
improve processes.

Table 1: Overview of the seven critical IPC non-compliance areas

However, if you aren’t sure how your facility is performing in
relation to IPC, consider asking for an outside opinion. An
external, independent audit can reveal where you’re falling
short, answer your questions and empower you to make the
right changes to improve your facility’s quality of care while
ensuring you meet infection control standards.

Action plan

Don’t forget: an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure. ■

Fortunately, common problems usually mean well-known
solutions. The following are three summaries of the most
common non-compliance areas, and how to take action.
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Lyndon Forrest is Managing Director, Bug Control Australia.
For more information visit www.infectioncontrol.care
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DEVELOPING HYGIENE PROCEDURES
FOR COVID-19

C

INVEST IN YOUR FACILITY AND USE PROVEN PROCESSES
OVID-19 has highlighted the importance of sound
hygiene procedures in protecting against infection,
especially in aged-care contexts.

The hygiene procedures developed during this period
will need to become standard practice to prevent further
outbreaks of COVID-19 and similar viruses.
So, how can we develop hygiene procedures to cope with the
increased risks presented by COVID-19?
1. Equip your facility with highly trained cleaners
Sound hygiene procedures need to be carried out by highly
trained cleaners. Understanding how viruses spread and how
to contain infections is a specialty-skill, so aged care facilities
need stable and expert cleaning teams to guarantee the safety
of residents.
Retention of your cleaning teams is essential. If you have high
employee turnover, you’re losing crucial knowledge and skill.
You need to invest in your cleaning teams by ensuring they’re
well paid and given the knowledge and technology they need
to create a hygienic environment for residents.
Sound processes and procedures are worthless if your service
teams aren’t invested in the facility. Every other step in this list
is reliant on this first step. If you don’t have a stable, skilled
team, your hygiene procedures will fail over and over again.
2. Using technology to make cleaning procedures more efficient
Technology exists to make sure cleaning is happening at the
right time, at the right place and at the right frequency; aged
care facilities need to leverage this technology. Technology
connects facility staff with hygiene teams, allowing for rapid
response to potential infections, as well as the creation of
strategic cleaning routes that provide residents with safe living
spaces, without interfering with their enjoyment of the facility.
3. Education and resourcing
Holistic hygiene procedures rely on partnerships. Residents,
visitors and suppliers need to be practising good personal
hygiene, or the good work of cleaning service teams will be
undone. The first step in creating this partnership is education.
Residential managers should display educational posters around
the facility to act as training aids and reminders for existing
residents, as well as new residents, suppliers and visitors.
It is also essential that facilities have the resources for
residents, suppliers and visitors to follow personal hygiene
protocol. That means placing ample amounts of hand sanitiser
around the facility and ensuring staff have access to PPE.

4. Increasing and maintaining hygiene frequency
Aged care facilities have increased their cleaning and hygiene
schedules in response to COVID-19. This will need to be
maintained, especially around high-touch points and resident
rooms. Cleaning needs to be scheduled either side of high use
periods to protect the privacy and lifestyle of residents.
5. Preventing infection transfer with single-use items
Sound hygiene procedures rely on single-use materials. Singleuse doesn’t mean disposable—it means ensuring cloths, mops
and other surface cleaning materials are cleaned or washed
after each use. A use counts as one clean of a high-touch
point, a resident’s room, or a specific surface. A single-use
approach will drastically reduce the likelihood of crosscontamination and infection spread.
6. PPE Is a non-negotiable
Service teams need to be provided with appropriate PPE to
perform hygiene procedures. PPE also needs to be single-use,
with masks and gloves changed and disposed of after each
task, in the correct manner.
All BIC Services staff are directly employed and trained at our
Academy of Excellence. As founding members of the Cleaning
Accountability Framework, we pay our team the highest rates
in the industry and equip them with the equipment they need to
do their job safely and to a high standard.
We deliver innovative and transparent services by leveraging
technology to optimise our service delivery and give clients
unparalleled insight into our performance.
It is important to ensure your cleaning specialist delivers the
highest quality, because their lives are in your hands. residents’
lives are in their hands. ■
Jim Bottomley, General Manager - Precincts and Health
Division, BIC Services.

For more information visit www.bic-services.com.au/healthand-aged-care-cleaning-services
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KEEPING IRT CONNECTED
DURING COVID-19

PHYSICAL DISTANCING, NOT SOCIAL DISTANCING

I

RT is a well-known and respected provider of aged care
services in NSW, the ACT and South East Queensland and
is well known for its ability to rapidly adapt to changing
market conditions.

At the start of the calendar year, IRT had started to recover
from bushfire and flood emergencies at several of their
South Coast locations when it was faced with the global
pandemic.
COVID-19 has exacerbated the challenge of maintaining the
highest possible quality of life for aged care residents and
customers.
Keeping residents and customers socially connected has
always been a challenge, but maintaining the levels of social
and emotional connection when pandemic restrictions
demand physical distancing requires a different way of
thinking.

Maintaining clinical, emotional and social
connections, virtually

In early 2017, IRT completed an award winning trial with
the leading aged care customer experience digital platform
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and smartphone app, Connect, from Checked in Care
(ITAC 2017 Award for Best Product for Ensuring Consumer
Independence).
The trial, at IRT Peakhurst, showed that the technology
could dramatically improve residents’ and customers’ quality
of life. Participants in the trial were able to maintain closer
and more regular contact virtually with family and friends,
which significantly reduced their experience of social
isolation and increased their independence.
When telehealth was announced as an MBS item in March
in response to the pandemic, IRT immediately worked with
Checked in Care to enable secure video calls between its
aged care centre residents and their doctors using a version
of the app first trialled in 2017.
In the months that followed, three tailored versions of the
IRT Connect app were developed and rolled out to more
than 10,000 people across IRT’s residential aged care
centres, retirement villages and home care hubs.
IRT can now standardise communications to home care
customers, retirement village residents and aged care centre
residents and their families who are using the app. IRT

can also customise communications through the app at an
individual level.
Other features of the app include:
•

Video calls between residents and families or their doctors

•

Easy access to important IRT information and updates

•

Access to important health information (COVID-19)

•

Retirement village activity calendars, newsletters and
updates

•

Inspiring stories and advice in The Good Life, an IRT
publication

•

Access by Home care customers to their current schedule,
where they can request changes and access invoices and
statements

Despite the physical distancing made necessary by
COVID-19, residents are staying connected via the app with
their loved ones.

Comfort . Versatility . Aging in Place
• Built in expandable King Single sleep deck
89cm, 99cm and 106cm
• Intuitive two-pedal locking system
• Warm-to-the-touch half-length assist device
(tool less)
• Full and reverse trendelenburg
• Height travel range: 178mm to 762mm
3-in-1 bed. Single bed. King single. Bariatric bed.
Expandable/retractable deck with quick adjustment.

IRT Connect, the platform for IRT’s digital
transformation journey

IRT Group Executive General Manager – Information
Technology John Vohradsky says connecting residents and
customers with their loved ones and doctors has been the
driving force behind bringing the IRT Connect app to fruition.
“The pandemic has impacted the day-to-day lives of our
residents and customers significantly,” Mr Vohradsky said.
“Finding new ways to support the health and wellbeing
of those in our care, while maintaining the necessary
precautions against the pandemic, has been an absolute
priority for us.
“One of the biggest gains from introducing the app will be
improving the customer experience at IRT.
“The app’s functions open up a world of opportunities for us
to engage meaningfully with our residents, customers and
their families.” ■
John Perkins is Founding Director, Checked in Care.
For more information visit www.irt.org.au or www.
checkedincare.com.au

Aged Care Supplies Australia Pty Ltd

www.soularchagedcare.com.au . soularch@bigpond.com
National: 0418 634 534 John Markarian
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Increase your COVID readiness
Checked In Care’s market leading CONNECT self-serve mobile app
Join leading care providers IRT, BUPA, Australian Unity and others who have
implemented CONNECT to strengthen their COVID business continuity plans.

•
•
•
•

Improve Marketing and Comms Eﬃciency by 50%
Improve care outcomes, keep families connected via video calling
Client, family and staﬀ self service app
Quick, easy and intuitive – deploy to all staﬀ, clients and families within 1 week

LIMITED TIME

OFFER

Try the CONNECT COVID app
for free* until end of 2020
(no obligation to proceed)
The easy to deploy, and
intuitive interface allowed
other leading Providers to
deploy to all users within
1 week.
Contact us at
Tel 1300 30 CARE (2273)
email to
sales@checkedincare.com.au
for a demonstration or to join
our webinar on Tuesday 20th
October on “How to increase
your COVID readiness and
strengthen your business
continuity plan”.

As used by

Awarded by the Industry
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Improving the quality of life for those in care www.checkedincare.com.au
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STAMPEDE OF GYM DEVOTEES KEEPS
HENLEY RESIDENTS HEALTHY AND HAPPY
MAKING THE TRADITIONAL GYM FIT-FOR-PURPOSE
MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

T

he benefits of exercise at older age are well
established—from prevention of falls and
improvements of cognitive function to
reduced mortality, exercise is a key aspect
in improving quality of life.
Research suggests there are three factors that influence
physical ability across the lifespan: the intrinsic capacity
of the individual, the environments they inhabit, and the
interaction between them.
To make regular exercise possible, aged care facilities are
making health and wellness a high priority with specific
programs and equipment installed onsite, often supported by
allied health professionals. This culture of ‘active ageing’ is
proving a great success, leading to increased independence
and a high quality of life.
At The Henley on Broadwater, there is a well-established
culture of exercise with a variety of programs offered each day.
However, the traditional gym equipment was a bridge too far for
most residents that left a large gap in achieving the right health
outcomes without a detailed resistance training program.
It seemed no amount of education around the benefits of
strength training could coax users, with the gym only lightly
used as most people found the mix of equipment foreign and
intimidating.
With a focus on ease of use, functionality and appearance,
CEO Patrick Smith and Fitness Consultant Liz Webster
reviewed a number of alternative providers and quickly settled
on the HUR range.
“The HUR equipment simply stood out. Without a weight plate
to be seen, it looked more like a lounge than gym and served
to break down any barriers of use,” said Liz.

“The result has exceeded all our expectations,” Liz said.
“Although a little time consuming at the front end to establish
individual programs, the resultant ease of use has generated a
stampede of gym devotees.
“We now have over 80 users in a community of 120 residents
and have the unexpected issue of rostering gym access to a
COVID-safe standard.”
With the gym requiring Liz’s presence during this period,
Henley residents are disappointed not to be able to use the
equipment more frequently.
“I couldn’t be happier than to have a problem with residents
frustrated about getting access to the gym, and I’ve been
overwhelmed by their appreciation of our investment,” said
Patrick.
“Positive feedback within the community has triggered some
peer pressure to attend and we have created circuit classes
with friends to build the shared experience.
“The result has been consistent attendance and a lift in general
fitness.
“On a personal level, it’s very rewarding for me to see Henley
residents show such passion around the new gym equipment.
“Our goal is to keep our residents as mobile as possible so that
they can continue to live a full and active life. The success of
our HUR investment will be measured by that outcome.
“Our oldest gym participant is 99 years old and now a committed
user. Until this year, she has never set foot in a gym.” ■
For more information visit www.thehenley.com.au or
www.huraustralia.com.au

”The decision we struggled over was to commit to the higher
spend for the digital smart touch (ST) version of the equipment,
however, it has turned out to be seminal to our success.”
In discussion with their Resident Committee, they were also
keen for staff to have access to the gym. The digital ST
upgrade allowed for seamless integration of residents and staff
to use the gym simultaneously without the need for manually
adjusting each machine between users.
Extensive dialogue to excite the community about the ease of
use and health benefits was also critical to the launch.

Fitness Consultant Liz Webster with residents
Norma Clarke (R) and Blair Bryant (L).
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HELPING HAND FOR FORGOTTEN
AUSTRALIANS AS THEY AGE

H

MAKING INCLUSIVENESS A PRIORITY

elping Hand aged care in South Australia is leading
an innovative project around the experiences of
Forgotten Australians and their aged care needs,
and is committed to forming partnerships with aged
care services across the country to help embed long term and
sustainable change within the sector.
Forgotten Australians experienced the physical and
emotional trauma of being placed in institutional care
as children and are now ageing. Due to their childhood
experiences while in these settings, many Forgotten
Australians or Care Leavers suffer multiple barriers to care,
which includes fear of accessing aged care.
Real Care Second Time Around is a partnership project
which involves Forgotten Australians, Helping Hand, Flinders
University and Relationships Australia South Australia
(RASA), supported by the Australian Government through
the Dementia and Aged Care Services Fund. It is designed
to support Forgotten Australians in accessing aged care as
well as increase the sector’s ability to meet the needs of this
group.
Peter Arbon (pictured) is a member of the co-design group
and one of an estimated 500,000 Forgotten Australians.
As a Forgotten Australian, Peter never had a family, never
experienced love as a child and finds it difficult to trust.
“Making decisions about our future is not easy for Forgotten
Australians and giving us choices in regard to how services
are provided and by whom is important,” says Peter.
He says that stable and affordable housing needs to be in
place for many Forgotten Australians, and he would also like
to see life stories being prepared. The idea is that the story
follows them as they need different support services—so
that they don’t have to keep telling their story and being retraumatised.
“Being able to say that ‘I am a Forgotten Australian’ and
others knowing what that means is important.”
Peter has been a Helping Hand client for twelve years
accessing social support groups and home care services.
Helping Hand Program Manager Fran Lovell says Peter was
one of the first to engage with the project when it began in
2018.
“As soon as the project opened up, we met Forgotten
Australians within our own service. It is highly likely that
there are Forgotten Australians already part of aged care
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Peter Arbon is a member of the co-design group for Forgotten Australians, Real
Care Second Time Around.

services all over Australia, and within the coming years,
there will be many more,” says Ms Lovell.
“We have a great responsibility and a great opportunity
to deliver sensitive and informed care to this particularly
vulnerable group.”
In 2019 Helping Hand launched a position statement,
co-designed with Forgotten Australians, about how aged
care services can support this group, and to share these
learnings broadly across the aged care sector.
Real Care Second Time Around builds upon the original
position statement and will provide:
•

Lived experience training, increasing advocacy skills
through story-telling

•

Workshops about Aged Care and Disability services and
how to access them

•

Advance Care Planning workshops on topics such as
Power of Attorney and Advance Care Directives for
Forgotten Australians

•

Developing and trialling trauma-informed care training
for frontline Helping Hand staff in partnership with
Relationships Australia South Australia. ■

The team in Adelaide would like to connect with aged care
service providers across the country who are keen to learn
more and want to engage over the coming months and
years as this project evolves and grows. Please contact
Meg Schwarz, Helping Hand Project Officer Forgotten
Australians, 0418 976 129 or mschwarz@helpinghand.org.au

Jenny Hall, Executive Manager Residential, Helping Hand.
For more information visit

www.helpinghand.org.au
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BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
VMCH Clinical Manager explains the hard work that goes into keeping everyone COVID-safe and
COVID-happy in Melbourne lockdown.

W

e spoke with VMCH Clinical Manager Residential
Services Naomi Lewis, who is currently acting
as an aged care residence ‘Commander’ during
COVID-19 lockdowns, to find out more about how
life for aged care services staff and residents has changed.

“Our team has been very appreciative of the flexibility of
the organisation, and staff have been very flexible in their
own working arrangements. We have some staff who work
additional shifts or longer hours to ensure that the residents’
care needs are being met.

As Commander, Naomi provides support to staff, and is a link
between the home and the relevant government departments. She
also supports on-site staff and coordinates facility-wide testing.

“Our fantastic Lifestyle and Pastoral Care teams are working
very hard to ensure our residents are provided with activities,
entertainment and support, while also facilitating connections
between residents and their loved ones.”

Naomi says overall, it is a continuous learning experience, with
both staff and residents affected by the many variables which
occur daily, including regular testing, social isolation, and
increased infection control requirements.
“Generally, the mood of residents is up and down. They are
missing their regular interactions with their friends and family,
especially while confined to their rooms,” says Naomi.
“Some of the residents understand why they are in isolation
while others need reminding. Some also question why they
need to have a swab taken so frequently, so we are continually
providing information, updates and reassurance.
“Remaining positive is important, as it allows residents to feel
safe to express their concerns. Maintaining honest and open
communication is key, people deserve to be, and need to be,
informed.”
Naomi says the residences have implemented a daily routine,
with each day generally following the same schedule. This
includes morning and afternoon staff ‘huddles’, where infection
control and PPE practices are reinforced, the coordination of
catering, kitchen and catering services, and outbreak meetings,
chaired by the General Manager of Residential Services.
The afternoon and evening includes communicating with all
families and providing updates on test results and positive
cases, conducting medical rounds and confirming rostering for
the following day.

Pastoral Care Practitioner Sr Kate Mannes says despite the
challenges, there also times of amazing acceptance and mental
tenacity, with residents joining in on the activities that are
offered and taking the time to talk to others.
“All those feelings that we all have at the moment, they
are feeling them too. Then there is the added struggle to
understand the enormity of what we are trying to protect them
from—even when their family tells them, they don’t understand
what they cannot see,” said Sr Kate.
“One of the great things has been the video calls to link
residents with their loved ones. Many residents have a mobile
phone, or a fixed phone in their room. This has also been a
wonderful way to connect with family. It might not replace the
physical presence, but it helps greatly.
“Technology, while confusing for the older generation, has been
so helpful in helping them to cope.”
Naomi says while there are many challenges each day,
including changes in government advice, and multiple visits
from government representatives, local hospital services and
Australian Medical Assistance Teams (AUSMAT) teams, overall
the teams and processes are working well.
“Our families and carers, while obviously anxious about the
situation and concerned for their loved ones, have given us
some wonderful feedback.

Then, occurring continually throughout the day is the additional
required touch-point cleaning, as well as conducting monitoring
of residents, with confirmed cases frequently attended to.

“They are appreciative the regular communication, and are
grateful for the opportunity to connect with their loved one
through Zoom and FaceTime.

Naomi says staff are working hard to maintain a positive outlook
and that their infection control practices are meticulous.

“We have also received a lot of positive feedback from the
Department of Health and Human Services as to how organised
and prepared we have been, which has been great to hear.

“Staff understand the need to be frequently tested, however
they are understandably anxious about the risks for
themselves, and potentially for their families at home.

“It is definitely a continuous learning experience.” ■
Julia Preston is Communications Adviser, VMCH.
For more information visit www.vmch.com.au
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ROLL UP, ROLL UP!

F

JUBILEE COMMUNITY CARE BRINGS
BRISBANE EKKA CHEER TO SENIORS

or most people a trip to the Royal Queensland Show
would not be complete without the purchase of a
showbag or two. And while many seniors may not get
to the show, or the Ekka as it is known in Brisbane, their
memories of the delights in their ‘sample’ bags are still close to
heart.
With this in mind, and the cancellation of this year’s Show
in Brisbane, in-home aged care provider Jubilee Community
Care decided to bring some Ekka cheer to its clients.
With a couple of months planning and preparation, Jubilee
produced showbags for more than 500 clients and then
hand-delivered them in August.
The showbags contained a mug, a magnifying bookmark,
coffee, tea, a biscuit, a puzzle book, a Reader’s Digest, a
magnetic notepad, body lotion, a stamp, a magazine and
a shopping bag. Also included was a roll of toilet paper
(so clients don’t run out!) and the staple of any good Ekka
showbag—an iconic Bertie Beetle chocolate!
A particularly special item in each bag was a personal
message or artwork from the pupils at Holy Family School
Indooroopilly, located across the road from Jubilee
Community Care’s office. The pupils were invited by Jubilee
to take part in the initiative, also assisting in filling the
showbags with the lovely goodies.
Jubilee Community Care Director Shaun Riley says the idea
behind the showbags was to bring some Ekka cheer to
clients at a time when many still felt vulnerable and socially
isolated.
“The Ekka is one of Brisbane’s biggest community events
and, while it was cancelled this year, we did not want our
clients to miss out on some much needed community
cheer,” Mr Riley said.
“And to have the pupils and teachers at Holy Family School
involved just helped spread that community cheer further.
The school was wonderful in helping put the showbags
together and we are certainly thankful for their time and
efforts.”
Teaching students to contribute to and support their
extended community is integral to student life at Holy Family
School.
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The Jubilee Community Care Showbag and its contents.

“The opportunity to help Jubilee was a perfect way our
students could be involved to support our own local
community,” said Assistant Principal Debbie Tregenza.
“The Year 6 students, led by their own Wellbeing committee,
enjoyed putting the items into the sample bags.
“An immediate feedback to our students was witnessing the
responses from the elderly folks when they received their
bags containing the Prep to Year 6 hand-drawn pictures and
messages.
“We thank Jubilee for this wonderful opportunity to do
something special for others.”
The showbags included donations gratefully accepted from
Reader’s Digest Australia, Hearing Australia, Woolworths,
Coles, Dilmah and Food Solutions. A very generous $5,000
donation from Bunnings was also used to help purchase
goodies for the showbags.
The response from clients was overwhelming with many
phone calls, emails and letters expressing their gratitude.
Some clients have even written letters back to the children
whose message or artwork was in their showbags. The
letters included messages of thanks but also their memories
of their own school days during the war when the Ekka was
last cancelled.
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102-year-old Nancy receives her showbag from support worker Marie in front of a Channel 10 cameraman for a television news segment.

102-year-old Nancy, who featured in
a Channel 10 News segment about
the project, was delighted with her
showbag.
“The first pavilion I would make a line
for was the Showbag pavilion,” she
said, recalling memories of her visits to
the Ekka.
“It doesn’t matter how old you are, you
want to see what’s in your showbag.”
Clients Jean, Alice and Liz were
excited at the wonderful assortment of
treats too.
“There are some amazing goodies in
there,” Liz said.
“Thank you to the children of Holy
Family School for the beautiful drawing
and Bunnings for their contribution. It
makes me feel like I have been to the
Show.”
And Esme said it was a great surprise
to receive the showbag.
“It really cheered me up at these
difficult times to know someone
cares,” she said. ■
Shaun Riley is Director, Jubilee
Community Care.
For more information visit
www.jccagedcare.org.au

Students at Holy Family School Indooroopilly played a large part in helping produce the showbags.
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LASA
EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONS
Services you can access
with your LASA Membership
LASA Membership entitles you to a host of Employment Relations advisory services – to help
you maximise business performance and create a thriving workplace.
The LASA Employment Relations team can support you with everything from day-to-day
human resource matters, through to interpretation of legislation and industrial instruments,
and guidance with complex employment relations cases.
LASA also supports our Members more broadly by convening the National Workplace
Relations Advisory Group, canvassing Member feedback for submissions and policy direction,
and attending external workforce and employment relations events and committees.
For more information or to access support contact the LASA Employment Relations
Advisory Service on 1300 111 636 (during normal business hours) or email
EmploymentRelations@lasa.asn.au. We’re here to help!

Employment Relations advice:
Wages and allowances
Awards and enterprise agreements
Leave entitlements
Attendance and absenteeism
Dismissal decisions
Mandatory reporting incidents
Performance management procedures
Serious misconduct investigations and outcomes
Bullying complaints
Workplace investigations
Transfer of business
National Criminal History Checks
Professional registration

1300 111 636
EmploymentRelations@lasa.asn.au
www.lasa.asn.au

Employment documentation drafting
and reviewing:
Meeting invites to discuss performance or conduct
Outcome letters (eg formal warnings and dismissal letters)
Workplace complaints responses
Workplace memos
Responses to union correspondence

Fee-for-service consulting for more
comprehensive support:
Tribunal representation
Wage reviews
Enterprise bargaining
Roster review
Payroll compliance auditing
Online (live) training

WHAT’S NEW

LASA IS OUT AND ABOUT ONLINE!
LASA webinars in demand

Head of innovAGEING Merlin Kong presents a webinar.

Virtual NISH success

LASA’s first foray into virtual conferencing attracted record
numbers and a huge amount of positive feedback. This
year’s National Integrated Senior Housing (NISH) conference,
delivered in August, saw an impressive line-up of speakers and
an engaging format, giving participants a real sense of being
together despite the distance. Impressed with the range of
presentations, LASA’s GM Member Services Brendan Moore
said, “The future seems bright when you hear about some of
the excellent models and service responses that the industry
has developed and put in place.” Thanks to our National
Events Manager Susie Tillotson and our LASA events team for
putting in the hard work to make virtual conferences possible.

VACRC webinars have been very popular.

As COVID-19 continues to affect our Member events and
professional development opportunities, LASA has continued
to offer expert insight through our webinar series. More than
20 webinar events have been held online over the past three
months, including innovAGEING webinars and LASA Next
Gen’s Be Next events for young leaders in age services. The
webinar series held in conjunction with the Victorian Aged Care
Response Centre (VACRC) has proven particularly popular,
attracting over 600 participants at a time, while the Aged Care
Quality and Safety Commission has been involved with our
governance webinars. Thanks to our Sponsorship & Events
Manager Megan Leddin and team for making LASA webinars
happen! Should you wish to find out more, please email events@
lasa.asn.au or visit www.lasa.asn.au/events

L-R: LASA’s Alexis Hartigan and Susie Tillotson in the NISH ‘control room’.

LASA State Manager WA’s first post
lockdown event

While some areas of Australia are still in lockdown, LASA State
Manager WA Liz Behjat was fortunate to attend the 2020 HESTA
CEO Luncheon in Perth on 10 September, at Beaumonde on
Swan. Pictured are (L-R): Client Partnership Manager HESTA WA
Graham King, Community Vision COO Yvonne Timson, Keynote
Speaker internationally acclaimed human rights advocate
Rabia Siddique, Liz Behjat, Maurice Zeffert Homes (LASA 2020
Award Recipient – Teams category) CEO Amanda MacNamara,
and HESTA Team Leader Client Partnership WA & SA Emyln
Whetnall.
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WHAT’S NEW
What does the future hold for visitor
screening?

In the last six months, the way we go about our daily lives has been
greatly transformed. The measures and protocols required to protect
our staff, residents, and visitors are evolving almost daily, and staff
are being stretched beyond capacity.
Compact’s EntrySign allows for facilities to comprehensively
safeguard against the spread of infection in their homes with cutting
edge visitor screening functionality. Acting as your own automated
gate-keeper, EntrySign will take temperatures, enforce site visitation
limits, record declarations, and enforce vaccination compliance all in
one sign in process.
EntrySign allows for contactless sign in as well offering the ability to
mandate hand sanitisation prior to sign in. With details gathered at
sign in, EntrySign also provides contact tracing, should confirmed
cases have made onsite so that those affected can be notified.

Allow EntrySign to lighten the burden of your staff while increasing the
safety of everyone onsite.

Contact Compact on 1800 777 508 or email
es@compact.com.au

For Goodwin, health and wellness is front
and centre

The purpose of Canberra’s Goodwin Aged Care Services’ Health
and Wellness Centres is to enable people to retain or reclaim their
independence, health, and mobility to live better, healthier lives. In
2019 Goodwin introduced HUR equipment into its health and wellness
centre gym in Crace. The positive feedback has been immense. ‘You
can really tell that HUR exercise equipment has been designed with
seniors in mind,’ said Exercise Physiologist Brayden Murphy. “Our
clients love how easy to use HUR machines are. The exercise routine
and machines settings are stored in the program, the client only
needs to tap their card and the equipment automatically calibrates
to the right settings making the clients feel comfortable in using the
gym independently. I know that they’re exercising safely with correct
settings and I can follow their progress.”
Senior safe equipment enables Goodwin to provide its clients with
the best services available. Health and wellness centres have not only
received great feedback, but great results. “In just a short while, we’ve
already seen real improvements to people’s physical and mental

wellbeing. When clients are physically stronger and more agile, they’re
more confident in other aspects of their lives too,” says Brayden.

For more information visit: huraustralia.com.au

Commercial equipment for professional people

NLE COMMERCIAL PTY LTD
PO Box 5538 Stafford Heights QLD 4053
Unit 5/20 Valente Close Chermside 4032

With over 30 years experience in the
Aged Care, Health Care, Hospitality
Commercial Equipment for Professional People
and Electrical Contracting Industries, together with the exclusive
range of Girbau Laundry equipment, Finishing equipment and Laundry
Trolleys, we can confidently provide you with all your Laundry and
Electrical requirements.
Ph: (07) 3326 4444 Admin Fax: (07) 3326 4477
ABN: 67 134 099 675 www.nle.com.au

We pride ourselves on the customer service we offer, attention to
detail and complete client satisfaction. Our proven track record
speaks for itself with a client base of satisfied customers, combined
with industry leading products, places NLE as leaders in our market
sectors.
At NLE we offer you a one-stop solution to meet all your Laundry and
Electrical requirements.
Servicing Queensland and Northern NSW.
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With over 30 years experience in the Aged Care, Health Care, Hospitality and

For more information visit: www.nle.com.au

TEN
DAYS OF

Congress
12–23 October 2020

Achieving an Amazing
Ageing Experience – it takes
community, commitment
and collaboration.

Attend any or all sessions
over the Ten Days of
Congress with the

ALL ACCESS PASS
$990 inc gst

LASA invites you to join us for Ten Days of
Congress – an exclusively online event to help
our industry drive amazing ageing experiences.
This two-week COVID-safe cyber extravaganza
will bring keynote speakers, interactive sessions,
networking opportunities, virtual trade exhibits
and unique activities straight to you – making it
more accessible than ever before.
Jump into your selected sessions through our
Virtual Congress Portal and customise your
program to make it work for you, your agenda
and your timetable.

Immerse yourself and expand
your knowledge.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COVID-19 & Aged Care
Financials & Funding
Workforce & Culture
Ageing in Place
Marketing & Communication
Building a Culture of Respect
International Perspectives
Governance & Risk
Innovation, Research & Development
The Future of Ageing

For more information or to register visit
www.lasacongress.asn.au
Call LASA 1300 111 636 or Email events@lasa.asn.au
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Summary text: How care catering technology can save lives and drive
o ccu pa n cy

Reducing deadly paperwork
How care catering technology can save lives and drive
occupancy
Ah, paperwork! Something that must be done; however, no one likes
doing it.
Filling out form after form, day after day, can be extremely laborious
and costly both in time and money, and now in the age of COVID-19,
it can also be deadly.
An average 50 bed residential care home spends up to 2 hours
per day per resident completing manual paperwork. General
administration, medication management, clinical care, training,
managing purchasing, meal planning, catering, dietary requirements
and evidencing everything that happens in between is time
consuming. The amount of documentation and handling of paper
across multiple staff and departments presents an increased risk of
infection.

Reducing transmission – from the kitchen to the dining room
A recent review of the survival of Covid-19 on surfaces found large
variability, ranging from 2 hours to 9 daysi, enabling potential infection
to quickly spread in the care home.
To minimise this risk of transmission via paper, folders, clipboards,
staff and residents, care homes are turning to digital catering care
solutions to reduce the paper trail.
Let’s take for example a resident’s change in diet - a clinician makes
a change and either enters this directly into the clinical software
and prints out a copy for the kitchen and highlights the changes, or
updates the paperwork manually by completing a change of diet form.
This form is then walked to the kitchen, handed to the chef or catering
team, or left on a desk. This information is then manually updated
in an excel program and printed and distributed to all relevant areas
across the site, or manually updated on all relevant catering forms
across the site.
“Not only is this inefficient, there are also many touch points where
viral infections can spread. And this is just one example of a resident’s
change!” says Belinda Adams, CEO and Founder of SoupedUp, who
has been working in the care home industry for over 20 years.

Having efficient and effective finance
processes in place is the key to providing
top-notch customer care

COVID-19 and the rapidly changing Aged Care landscape in general
are constantly presenting providers with unprecedented operational
and financial challenges, which, in turn, can negatively affect a
provider’s ability to deliver quality care outcomes for customers, and
maintain commercial viability.
With challenges such as the logistics of PPE and additional staffing
constantly arising, as well as the need to maintain currency with
government advice and regulations that are constantly being updated,
it’s very difficult to be responsive to the subsequent financial impacts
when budget, planning, and forecasting processes are manual, nonintegrated and labour intensive.
It’s important to have anticipatory, agile and responsive systems
in place to be able to quickly and accurately financially navigate
through a tumultuous terrain, which therefore facilitates more efficient
and effective operational processes and quality care outcomes for
customers. Not only that, but streamlined systems and processes
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Technology to increase occupancy
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With continuing COVID-19 outbreaks in care homes, families are
Filling out form after form, day after day, can be extremely laborious and
simply keeping their loved ones at home until the outbreak is under
costly both in time and money, and now in the age of COVID-19, it can also
control.
be deadly.
Giving the families piece of mind by reducing the risk of transmission
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resident completing manual paperwork. General administration, medication
As Belinda points out “You can clean an iPad/tablet or computer –
management, clinical care, training, managing purchasing, meal planning,
you can’t sterilise a piece of paper!”.
catering, dietary requirements and evidencing everything that happens in
between is time consuming. The amount of documentation and handling of
About SoupedUp
paper across multiple staff and departments presents an increased risk of
SoupedUp
infection. is Australia’s leading catering software and online training
provider to the care industry. Our proven technology solutions reduce
the risks associated with food service delivery while improving manual
processes, costs, and efficiencies in a care home setting.

To learn more about SoupedUp’s solutions visit
www.soupedup.com
i. file:///C:/Users/soupe/Downloads/WHO-2019-NcOV-IPC_WASH-2020.1-eng.pdf
ii. https://www.gov.uk/government/news/care-home-support-package-backedby-600-million-to-help-reduce- coronavirus-infections

allow for budget, planning, and forecasting to extend beyond a crisis,
allowing providers to strategically plan for the long-term, and get
ahead in the Aged Care landscape.

For more information on how anticipatory, agile and
responsive budget, planning and forecasting processes are
vital for commercial sustainability in these times, head to page
76 or www.rohling.com.au.

